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Executive Summary
This Low Carbon London (LCL) report informs Distribution Network Operators (DNOs) and other interested
parties how their systems, tools and data can evolve to meet the forthcoming industry sector challenges.
DNO tools and Information Technology/Operational Technology (IT/OT) systems, and their integration, have
an important enabling role in the DNO’s delivery against their required business outputs.
Grounded in specific learning points from the LCL programme, this report considers two smart-grid
developmental scenarios against which to assess DNO needs for systems and data enhancement in the
six key focus areas of network monitoring, smart meter utilisation, forecasting, planning, control and
operations, and commercial aspects such as billing and settlements.
The first scenario used is a medium-term, fairly likely scenario that might reflect the actual situation
towards the end of the next regulatory period, the Revenue = Incentives + Innovation + Outputs –
Electricity Distribution 1 (RIIO-ED1) control period. The second is a scenario involving more significant
changes to the way DNOs have to operate, based on using higher/more optimistic levels of forecast LowCarbon Technology (LCT) use and penetration and at a later date not forecast any earlier than the middle
of the ED2 timeframe.
The intention is that these two scenarios could represent the two ends of a spectrum so it is likely that,
when the time comes, the actual required future DNO landscape falls somewhere between these two
extremes. The scenarios are intended to be illustrative of potential approaches to tools and systems
required to support the envisaged smart DNO. DNOs will need to apply the learning as appropriate
to their business and strategy. The first of these scenarios has also been used by Report D1, New
Network Design and Operation Practices, in which the key operating methods and business processes
recommended for DNOs to use in these scenarios are discussed in greater detail.
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This report includes:
 Overviews of the operational characteristics of the two
scenarios studied, such as the assumptions made about
LCT take-up and high-level DNO operations for each one.
 IT/OT requirements and architectural elements needed
to manage the various types of LCT, based on the
recommendations of the earlier LCL reports, and
against the six key focus areas listed above. These
form the basic building blocks from which the overall
IT/OT solutions recommended for the two operational
scenarios are assembled.
 Key datasets that will be required to support the future
DNO operation, highlighting in particular any new data or
quality improvements to existing data required to support
the envisaged smart grid operations.
 The overall IT/OT solutions and data architectures that LCL
recommends will be needed to enable DNOs to support
best operation of the smart grids.
 A review of the tools, systems and data that were actually
used to enable and support the LCL trials is also included,
identifying learning points and commenting on the
appropriateness or not of each item for potential use in
future business-as-usual (BAU) settings.
 Example volumetric calculations for the larger sets of data
that DNOs will need to store and manage, such as smart
meter readings and alerts and additional Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) values.
In addition to some high level DNO IT/OT architectures, key
design recommendations are constructively put forward
covering aspects of data collection strategies, integrated
network topology and premise connectivity data, quality of
network-premise connectivity data, smart meter data, historical
network topologies and switch states, integration technologies,
and the appropriate adoption of standards.
Requirements for new systems have been identified, in the
areas of smart meter interactions and data management, the
application of demand side management, and better repository
provision for historical and forecast profiles. Several of the
systems currently used by DNOs will require enhancements,
in some cases significantly, to support new facilities and/
or revised business processes in the smart grid era. The
systems most affected by these changes will include SCADA,
Distribution Management System (DMS), Outage Management
System (OMS), the historian, Customer Relationship
Management (CRM), planning tools and analytics.

Overall recommendations and learning points include
that the overall pattern emerging from considering the
DNO’s tools, systems and data requirements for the two
envisaged scenarios leads to changes that in many areas
are incremental and evolutionary rather than fundamentally
radical.
LCL has not identified any solid business case for collecting
vastly greater amounts on network monitoring data. Rather,
additional monitoring will be targeted at specific areas of
the network that have either been identified as running
close to capacity or where significant LCTs or other smart
grid techniques such as demand-side response (DSR) have
been deployed.
The same principle will also apply to current and historical
smart meter readings. There will be benefit in periodic
calculation of typical load profiles for specific types of
premise/customer, and for collecting smart meter data
for network sections close to capacity or when planning
significant connection requests, but there is no justification
for collecting this detailed level of data routinely all across
the network.
An appropriate systems architecture with the right OMS and
CRM integration will, however, enable smart meter alerts
and the energisation status poll facility to underpin a stepchange in outage management, allowing DNOs to deliver
more rapid restoration of supplies and, for example, much
more easily identify LV incidents that have been masked by
HV ones such as during storms.
Much greater use will be made of network topology
data integrated with historical powerflow readings/
measurements, load profiles and forecast data. It will be
advantageous for DNOs to establish central repositories
for each category of powerflow data. There will be an
increasing need for analytics facilities that can combine
these and other data types and provide user friendly
visualisations of computed results.
More advanced network modelling facilities will be
required, both for investment/connections planning and
for operational decision support within the DMS. Statistical
algorithms are likely to be needed to enable best use to be
made of historical data collected.
Facilities such as DSR will require appropriate commercial
systems to track contractual arrangements and settle the
associated financial transactions.

Introduction
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1
Introduction
1.1 Objective of this report

These are initially discussed for each individual type of LCT
that has been trialled by LCL.

1.1.1 Purpose

Two future operational smart grid scenarios have then been
used as the basis for determining the overall IT/OT solutions
DNOs would need to implement in order to be able to
operate their networks in the manners recommended for
the scenarios. These scenarios are

The purpose of this report is to capture and discuss the
learning relating to UK DNO tools and IT/OT systems that has
emerged during the LCL programme. This is taken to include
the closely related subject of the data used and managed by
these systems, including data quality and integration aspects.

1.1.2 Approach
The requirements and architectures of IT/OT solutions that
would meet the needs of the smart grid management
techniques identified in the earlier LCL reports are outlined
for the key areas of
 Network monitoring;
 Smart meter utilisation;
 Forecasting;
 Planning;
 Control and operations; and
 Commercial aspects such as billing and settlements.

1. A medium-term, fairly likely scenario that might reflect
the actual situation towards the end of the RIIO-ED1
control period, and
2. A scenario involving more significant changes to the
way DNOs have to operate, based on using higher/more
optimistic levels of forecast LCT use and penetration and
at a later date within the subsequent ED2 timeframe.
The intention is that these two scenarios could represent
the two ends of spectrum so it is likely that, when the time
comes, the actual future DNO landscape falls somewhere
between these two extremes.
A review of the tools, systems and data that were actually
used to enable and support the LCL trials is also included,
identifying learning points and commenting on the
appropriateness or not of each item for potential use in
future BAU settings.
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1.2 Structure of this report

1.3 Readership

Section 2 of this report presents overviews of the
operational characteristics of the two scenarios studied,
such as the assumptions made about LCT take-up and highlevel DNO operations for each one. These two scenarios
have also been used by Report D1, New Network Design
and Operation Practices, in which the key operating
methods and business processes recommended for DNOs to
use in these scenarios are discussed in greater detail.

As this report discusses IT/OT solutions, its natural primary
audience is expected to be IT/OT architects and designers,
particularly within DNOs, LCT providers and IT/OT vendors/
providers. We have attempted, wherever possible, to
avoid excessive use of IT/OT terminology in order to make
the report as accessible as possible to all DNO and other
industry participant business staff who have a modest
degree of IT literacy.

Section 3 discusses the IT/OT requirements and architectural
elements needed to manage the various types of LCT, based
on the recommendations of the earlier LCL reports, and
against the six areas listed in 1.1.2 above. These form the
basic building blocks from which the overall IT/OT solutions
recommended for the two operational scenarios can then
be assembled.
Section 4 describes the key datasets that will be required to
support the future DNO operation, highlighting in particular
any new data or quality improvements to existing data
required to support the envisaged smart grid operations.
Section 5 then describes the overall IT/OT solutions and
data architectures that LCL recommends will be needed to
enable DNOs to support best operation of the smart grids,
bringing together all the elements relevant to each of the
two scenarios from sections 3 and 4.
Finally, section 6 presents a summary of the
recommendations and learning points from the preceding
sections together with any over-arching themes that come
out from considering these as a combined whole.
Appendix A presents some basic volumetrics calculations
for the larger sets of data that DNOs will need to store
and manage, such as smart meter readings and alerts and
additional SCADA values.
Appendix B presents the review of the tools, systems
and data that were actually used to support the LCL trials,
highlighting the learning points identified from these
during the programme and their likely appropriateness (or
otherwise) as components of an enduring BAU solution.

The purpose of this report
is to capture and discuss
the learning relating to
UK DNO tools and IT/OT
systems that has emerged
during the LCL programme

Future Scenarios Used
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2
Future Scenarios Used
In order to help DNOs understand the potential roadmaps
for their tools and systems development, this report
identifies how the learning from Low Carbon London can be
extrapolated to inform planning.
The scenarios are only intended to be illustrative of a likely
set of coincident business circumstances and are used here
to consider the landscape and interactivity of potential
approaches to tools and systems required to support a smart
DNO. The scenarios should not be considered a de facto
recommendation on approach. Each DNO will need to apply
the learning as appropriate to their business and strategy.
The two scenarios are a medium-term scenario in which
there is a greater degree of confidence and a longer-term
scenario based on a set of assumptions becoming true.
Where there is commonality in findings between the
scenarios, then DNOs should have greater confidence in
their decisions on a least regrets basis. The scenarios are
based on the use cases within LCL.
For the purposes of establishing the implications for tools
and systems, the scenario approach is different from
that employed in other LCL Reports. Other LCL reports
look at scenarios based on the likely adoption rates of
renewable generation and the expected impact of greater
intermittency in supply and scenarios based on the growth

in low carbon technologies on the demand side. This report
looks at the impacts of the adoption of these technologies
on the requirements for a DNO’s tools and systems at two
points in time and does not directly refer to the scenarios
used in other reports.

2.1 Scenario A – High-Confidence
Medium-Term
2.1.1 Scenario Description
This scenario is based on 2021, towards the end of the
RIIO-ED1 control period and after the national Smart Meter
Implementation Programme (SMIP) has been completed so
that smart metering is installed at all domestic and Small
and Medium size Enterprise (SME) premises.

2.1.2 Take up of Demand Side Response (DSR)
Whilst there has been some debate about the value of
demand side response in the industrial and commercial
sector, LCL has demonstrated its practical, tactical value in
supporting deferral of network reinforcement:
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For the purposes of this scenario, the following criteria are used
to understand the DNOs’ requirements for tools and systems

Table 1: DSR take-up in Scenario A
Criteria

Dimension

Number of sub-station sites
where networks have DSR

20

Number of contracted sites
providing DSR availability

300

Number of transactions
(DSR calls) per annum

1 (test only, post fault
/ no fault situations)
– 60% of total
5-15 (outage based
schemes) – 30% of total
100 (5-7 months post
fault) – 10% of total

For this scenario, it is assumed that any conflicts that arise
between Suppliers, DNOs and the Transmission System
Operator (TSO) over the use of DSR are being resolved via
an industry forum, with each party having full visibility of
the available DSR and the others’ interests in it.
Increased need for liaison with Industrial and Commercial
(I&C) customers, particularly current and candidate DSR
providers, will warrant better CRM facilities for dealing with
these communications.

2.1.3 Time of Use (ToU) Tariffs
Whilst Low Carbon London has demonstrated good response
from the trial participants, domestic dynamic time of use
(dToU) tariffs are not considered as a DNO-led activity in the
near-term scenario.

2.1.4 Distributed Generation (DG)
Whilst it is the growth in the capacity of distributed
generation that will cause challenges to the design and
operation of the network, it is the number of connections
that will determine the impact on the requirements of tools
and systems.
For the purposes of this scenario the following assumptions
have been made, using the numbers for 2021 from UKPN’s
RIIO-ED1 business plan.
2.1.4.1 Larger embedded generation (G59)

Table 2: G59 volumes in Scenario A
Criteria

Dimension

Number of connections

5,500 (230MW)

2.1.4.2 Small-scale embedded generation (G83)
The vast majority (98.7%) of G83 installations are PhotoVoltaic (PV). London currently has around 58 MegaWatts
(MW) of this, spread across 20,072 installations with an
average capacity of 2.9kW each.
UKPN forecast that this will increase to 56,400 installations
with an approximate capacity of 165MW by 2021.

2.1.5 Smart Meters
The deployment of smart electricity meters to 30 million
domestic and small business (Profile Classes (PCs) 1-4)
premises is mandated between 2015 and 2020. It is assumed
for this scenario that the national roll-out has been completed
and DNOs are collecting appropriate smart meter (SM) data,
but still developing complete historical data sets and gaining
experience in effectively employing it in business activities.
Whilst DNOs will have the opportunity to access network data
such as voltage and reactive data from smart meters, the
level of access to half-hourly interval active demand data is
still to be determined considering data privacy obligations.
This should mean that sufficient load data is available during
the near-term scenario time horizon to support activities
such as loss calculations or low voltage/high voltage (LV/HV)
transformer loss profiles.
The availability of voltage data and alerts is likely to provide
useful data to support voltage issue investigations along
a feeder. Smart meter data is also likely to be available
to support operational activities in respect of determining
energisation status and fault response for management of
supply interruptions.
Some feeders will also have PC 5-8 and half-hourly-metered
(PC 0) premises, but as half-hourly metering is to be rolled
out shortly to PCs 5-8 it is assumed that interval data for
these sites will already be routinely available to DNOs.
It is also assumed that DNOs will make occasional use
of smart meter data for calculating new load profiles
for different premise/customer types, though this may
need to be as frequently as annually as suppliers sign up
customers to new ToU tariffs for which DNOs will need to
estimate consumption profiles, and more frequent use for
investigating network issues or monitoring specific areas
considered at risk of running fairly close to their capacities.
2.1.5.1 Electrification of Heat and Transport
It is assumed that the Institution of Engineering and Technology
(IET) code for managing Electric Vehicle Charging Posts (EV CPs),
including mandatory notification of all installations to DNOs, will
have been enforced for this scenario and Scenario B.
For the purposes of assessing the impacts of the
electrification of heat and transport on tools and systems,
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the 2021 numbers from the Department of Energy and
Climate Change (DECC) medium uptake scenario will be
used for this scenario:

2.2 Scenario B – Longer Term

Table 3: EV and Heat Pump volumes in
Scenario A

This scenario is based on a later date no earlier than the
RIIO-ED2 control period. 2027 has been used as an indicative
timeframe for this for the purposes of estimating the DSR/
LCT take-up volumes listed below.

EVs

Heat Pumps

56,000

40,000

2.1.6 Approach to network monitoring
The basic approach to network monitoring: will be reactive.
Reactions will be ad-hoc based on better information/
visibility from smart meters and customer complaints.
Approximately 10% of secondary substations will have been
identified as potential hotspots and secondary/LV SCADA
monitoring will be installed at half of these locations, with
loadings of the others being estimated from smart meter
data as described in 3.2.2.1 below.
Smart meter alerts will be collected, recorded and used
to facilitate better outage management and resolution of
voltage excursions.
Locations and capacities of EVs, DG, and data of PV uptake
will be collected and recorded (see 4.1.4 and 4.1.6), though
this will not generally trigger additional infrastructure.

2.2.1 Scenario Description

2.2.2 Take up of Demand Side Response
Over the period to the end of RIIO-ED1/start of RIIO-ED2 for
tools and systems planning purposes a factor of three times
growth in the availability and deployment of contracted
demand side response is used in this scenario.
The implications on tools and systems of handling this
increase in the number of transactions is also considered.
For the purposes of this scenario, the following criteria are used
to understand the DNOs’ requirements for tools and systems.

Table 4: DSR take-up in Scenario B
Criteria

Dimension

Number of sub-station sites
where networks have DSR

60

Number of contracted sites
providing DSR availability

900

2.1.7 Forecasting approach
This scenario will assume that additional BAU LV load
forecasting, using data on driver/journey characteristics
and behavioural analytics, is carried out where there
are significant EV CP or heat pump populations, as
recommended by report B2.

2.1.8 Approach to network planning
For this scenario, the same basic approach to network
planning will be used as today, but with additional account
taken, by manual processing, of relevant additional data
such as LCL diversity curves.
All new reinforcement, upgrade and new connections
schemes will be analysed for DSR eligibility, with primary
systems in particular targeted.

2.1.9 Active Network Management (ANM)
No use of ANM will be assumed for this scenario.

Number of transactions
(DSR calls) per annum

1 (test only, post fault
/ no fault situations)
– 60% of total
5-15 (outage based
schemes) – 30% of total
100 (5-7 months post
fault) – 10% of total

This scenario also assumes that any conflicts that arise
between Suppliers, DNOs and the TSO over the use of DSR
are being resolved by the parties collaborating informally
to establish portfolio requirements and agreeing call-off
priorities then jointly going out to the marketplace to
procure provision at the best possible cost. The suggested
alternative, of an auction platform through which the
users bid for call-offs, is likely to involve an expensive
trading platform solution which all parties would need
to implement. There is a significant cost associated with
trading platforms and it is not clear at the present time
whether these could be afforded from the anticipated
benefits that DSR offers. Further work on establishing a costeffective method of implementing an auction platform of
this type is therefore needed.
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2.2.3 Time of Use Tariffs
Whilst Low Carbon London has demonstrated good response
from the trial participants, domestic dynamic time of use
tariffs are not considered a valuable technique for DNOs in
the time horizon of this longer-term scenario.
This scenario does assume there will be extensive uptake
of static ToU tariffs offered to domestic customers via their
suppliers, with settlement and Distribution Use of System
(DUoS) billing for these customers being based on actual
half-hourly metered consumption.

2.2.4 Distributed Generation
Whilst it is the growth in the capacity of distributed
generation that will cause challenges to the design and
operation of the network, it is the number of connections
that will determine the impact on the requirements of tools
and systems.
For the purposes of this longer term scenario the following
assumptions have been made. Numbers are based on
extrapolating those in UKPN’s RIIO-ED1 business plan to 2027
using average annual installation rates from 2023 slightly
higher than those forecast for the ED1 period.
2.2.4.1 G59

Table 5: G59 volumes in Scenario B
Criteria

Dimension

Number of connections

8800 (380MW)

It is assumed in this scenario that 10 ANM schemes will be
deployed to manage fault level constraints at grid level.
This number has been based on approximately 3% of the
primary substations in London, a considerable number of
which are actually 132kV/11kV.
2.2.4.2 G83
Based on the same rate of G83 installations as forecast
during RIIO-ED1, there will be a total of 540MW of PV
installed, comprising approximately 186,200 units.

2.2.5 Smart Meters
In this scenario, the DNO is assumed to be making greater
use of the available smart meter data, with a large
and maintained percentage coverage yielding a largely
complete data set with historical trends. For example
it could support better understanding of the demand
diversity on a statistical basis, informing decisions around
connection of new load and planning of reinforcement of

existing networks. This is likely to remain a statistically
based analysis as consumers have a right to opt out from
having a smart meter, and may have to give permission to
access half-hourly active interval data.

2.2.6 Electrification of Heat and Transport
For the purposes of this longer-term scenario, the volumes
associated to the DECC medium uptake scenario for 2027
will be used to determine the tools and systems impacts.

Table 6: G59 volumes in Scenario B
EVs

Heat Pumps

170,000

210,000

2.2.7 Approach to network monitoring
Scenario B will incorporate more sophisticated management
of smart meter alerts and other alarms. ANM schemes
will increase with real-time data for control from Remote
Terminal Units (RTUs). Better use will be made of DSR with a
few schemes dispatched by ANM.

2.2.8 Forecasting approach
Scenario B will include routine processing and of the
forecasting data collected under Scenario A, including using
historical profiles compiled from smart meter data as the
basis for new forecasts.

2.2.9 Approach to network planning
For this scenario, planning will need to take account of
diversity curves for both domestic profiles and EVs and use
reliable profile data for each consumer premise rather than
just single maximum demand values that take no account of
the time of day.

2.2.10 Active Network Management
In addition to the use of ANM described above to manage
fault level constraints, it will also be deployed to facilitate
generator connections and for managing commercial EV
fleet charging.
For generation connections, DNOs will be able to identify
connections, based on their constraints, that exceed either a
£/MW value or connection voltage, and the constraint type
will determine the nature of the solutions.
For EV fleet charging, ANM will be used for managing
primary and secondary substations. Infrastructure planning
processes will verify the installation of EV infrastructure, and
as with ANM will be constraint led.

Tools and Systems Requirements
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3
Tools and Systems
Requirements
3.1 Network Monitoring
3.1.1 Historical approach to network monitoring
3.1.1.1 Telecontrol and SCADA monitoring
Over the last 20-30 years, automatic SCADA monitoring of
distribution networks has generally been rolled out from the
higher voltage levels downwards, and has generally been
driven by the benefits that derive from the ability to control
switchgear directly from the central control room. This started
with control and monitoring at grid, Extra High Voltage (EHV)
and primary substation sites, then proceeding to embrace
strategic secondary sites such as ground-mounted substations
in urban areas and pole-mounted auto-reclosers and other
switches on rural overhead networks.
A DMS provides the DNO control engineer with up-todate information on the status of the network. It includes
information on the current status of the network based on

current, voltage and temperature information provided via
the existing SCADA system from the RTUs. It also includes
information on the ratings of various network assets, which
can be used to generate local alarms to notify the control
engineer that the network exceeds, or is likely to exceed, its
rated capacity.
The DMS also displays alarms sent via RTUs when certain
fault situations are detected, such as the failure of a circuit
breaker or when the temperature of transformer windings
exceed a threshold.
All of these alarms indicate to the control engineer when it
may be necessary to intervene (for example by
re-configuring the network) in order to restore supplies or
prevent network components being overloaded.
Below primary substations, the cost of installing monitoring
equipment such as RTUs and the measurements sensors
they use would not have been justifiable solely by the
benefits delivered by the monitoring. The main justification
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for these deployments has been the improved customer
service, and in particular the reductions in Customer Minutes
Lost (CMLs), that can be delivered by increased levels of
remote control, and for which the DNOs are incentivised
by the Office of Gas and Electricity Markets (OFGEM). But
once the decision is taken to install an RTU for automation
purposes, it costs very little extra to include some
monitoring in the scheme as the new automated switchgear
typically comes with the relevant sensors, such as voltage
and/or current transformers, built in. As the central SCADA
infrastructure was mostly already in place, the only
significant addition this imposed on the communications
network and central servers was the capacity to collect and
store the reported data.
Large substations, down to primary level, were linked to the
central SCADA hosts via always-on connections, such as by
pilot wire or scanning radio communications. For secondary
sites, though, where the number of sites is far greater
but the primary reason for having the RTU is to be able to
telecontrol switchgear mostly during outage scenarios, the
cost of always-on communications is not justified. These
are typically, therefore, linked via communications media
such as General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) which allow
either end to initiate a ‘call’ to the other end when required,
including when the RTU has urgent alarms to report. At
other times, these RTUs buffer recorded measurement
values in their memory, with the central systems typically
collecting these once a day in bulk.
At the larger substations, the monitoring installed generally
comprised voltage, current, active and reactive power
(VIPQ) monitoring on the LV sides of the transformers
plus current measurements on each of the outgoing EHV/
HV feeders. Current was generally considered sufficient
for the latter because the quantity of most importance to
DNOs for monitoring HV network loading is actually the
apparent power (S), which can be determined easily given
the voltage at the transformer tails – i.e. on the busbar – and
the outgoing feeder currents. Losses, and hence the heat
emissions which degrade the assets’ insulation, occur in
direct proportion to S.
For RTUs installed in secondary substations, it is often more
convenient to fit monitoring on the LV side rather than on
the HV, as Rogowski coils can be used at LV rather than
having to fit current transformers at HV, and no voltage
transformers are required. In London, 62% of secondary
substations now have RTUs, with V and I collected on each
of the LV phases plus overall P, Q and S measurements.
The main use of telecontrol equipment at secondary
substations is in sectionalising the network after faults.
But the law of diminishing returns applies in terms of CML

improvements once a certain proportion of secondary
substations have been automated. Suppose there are
eight secondaries on an HV feeder between the primary
substation and the normally open point (NOP) (inclusive),
and seven more between there and the far primary. The
first three RTUs are installed at the NOP location and the
substations half-way between there and the two primaries.
After a fault, half of the customers on the affected circuit
can then be restored by telecontrol (using telemetered fault
indicators at the mid-feeder substations). The next stage
is to automate four more substations so that every other
one on the feeders is now telecontrollable. But this only
increases the proportion of customers that can be rapidly
restored from 50% to 75%, while it entails automating four
substations as compared to the original three.
3.1.1.2 Secondary automation and monitoring
Nowadays, HV SCADA implementations are tightly
integrated with the DMSs that are used to enforce the safety
rules for working on the higher-voltage networks. But a
different safety approach, less reliant on detailed central
supervision, is employed for working on the LV network, so
the central systems are less critical to safe LV operation than
at the higher voltages.
The recent availability of devices such as remote-controllable
LV switchgear for use in distribution boards and link boxes
has led to several DNOs deploying trial installations of
these devices and taking the opportunity, at the same
time, of collecting the additional LV SCADA information they
can provide. Large volumes of incoming LV SCADA data,
however, is commonly seen as an unwarranted risk if it all
has to be fed through the same infrastructure as the much
more crucial HV data. It is therefore becoming common
practice to establish a separate, secondary SCADA host,
using separate communications routes, for controlling LV
switchgear and other devices and collecting LV monitoring
data. In extreme cases the LV SCADA components could be
temporarily disabled if this was needed to safeguard the
operations of the HV SCADA and DMS.
Where there are specific secondary measurements that
are of interest to the DMS or the control engineers, these
can fairly easily be replicated to the HV systems, using
approaches such as
 Secondary SCADA hosts that also support protocols such
as DNP3.0, by which they can ‘look like’ a large RTU to the
HV SCADA system; or
 Inter Control Centre Protocol (ICCP) links between the LV
and HV systems.
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Very little of the LV monitoring data, however, is needed in
real-time and, as for the secondary substation RTUs UKPN
has installed in London, these devices can initiate calls into
the centre when they need to report trips or other alarm
conditions. Their historical data, which is mainly used for
forecasting, planning and other types of analytics, can
therefore be collected periodically, e.g. once a day, in bulk.

the additional load resulting from EV charging may push
substation loads beyond their firm capacities, and current
constraints could be exacerbated by phase imbalances. That
report recommends that LV monitoring should be installed in
a small number of sample zones which cover the sites most
likely to be impacted, as determined by load forecasts taken
for each secondary substation.

3.1.1.3 Maximum Demand Indicators

In addition to substation monitoring by conventional RTUs,
a number of other types of data collection devices are
available nowadays. The use of small monitoring devices
designed to communicate via media such as GPRS should
also be considered for monitoring more remote parts of
the network such as HV tee-offs/feeder ends (see 3.1.2.2
below), embedded generator connections or heat pumps;
these are likely to be an important element of the DNO’s
RTU strategy in the smart grid era.

Secondary substations are normally fitted with a maximum
demand indicator (MDI) which records the maximum
demand seen at the substation since the last time the
indicator was reset. These indicators are not linked to any
form of SCADA and can only be read or reset manually by a
person visiting the substation, e.g. somebody carrying out
a routine substation inspection. They also give no indication
either of when the peak demand occurred or for how long
this level of load was sustained.
At substations where RTUs and basic load monitoring have
been installed, the MDI is no longer of any value to the
DNO, apart from as a fall-back and a further visual indicator
of ‘health’ or previous stress on the asset when visiting a
substation. At other substations it will be preferable to be
able to estimate actual loadings based on customer premise
metering – see 3.2.2.1 below.
3.1.1.4 Portable monitoring devices
On the LV network it is also much more practical to deploy
portable monitoring devices such as power meters, which
are attached for limited time periods to portions of the
network where issues have been reported or are suspected.
Data from these is typically collected a short time later
and then analysed offline. It is typically not retained in any
structured way for future use.
3.1.1.5 Customer premise metering
Meters installed at customer premises have not to date
been used by DNOs for network monitoring, as the currently
available data is too sparse and infrequent. Though DNOs do
receive the advances from half-hourly settlement meters,
these are generally only used for DUoS billing purposes.
They potentially are of use in identifying potential DSR
providers within the DNO’s catchment area.

3.1.2 Improving visibility of operational issues
3.1.2.1 Additional secondary substation/LV network monitoring
Report A8 has established that full-scale network
monitoring or control at all secondary substations cannot
be financially justified. Report B2, however, points up a
need for selectively targeted additional secondary SCADA as
there are tipping points from 2021 onwards beyond which

Loading of other secondary substations will be estimated every
few years using smart meter data to identify any new sites that
should be considered for monitoring (see 3.2.2.1 below).
It is also possible that an increased frequency of low
voltage alerts from smart meters could be used to identify
substations at risk of constraint violations.
This monitoring just involves expanding existing secondary
SCADA systems as described in 3.1.1.2 above to cover those
additional areas of the network.
The historical data collected should be archived to the
Historian system and needs to be made easily available
from this to LV network modelling tools.
3.1.2.2 HV tee-off monitoring and state estimation
Report C4 identified that the main difficulty found in
applying state estimation to the HV feeders in the
Engineering Instrumentation Zones (EIZs) was the allocation
of estimated loads to secondary substations on circuits that
had intermediate tee-offs.
As there is no requirement for switching at these locations, it
would not make sense to install automated RMUs at these.
Installing current transformers (CTs) whose outputs are fed
into small, low-cost RTUs connected via GPRS, however, would
allow these locations to be monitored so that state estimation
algorithms could be used with more reliable results.
State estimation would be used to advise control engineers
on the loads they are likely to pick up when sectionalising
the HV and to give distribution planners more visibility
between monitoring points. The state estimator could
run under the historian’s calculation engine or offline and
record its values into the historian as additional time series
which can then be interrogated by control engineers and
distribution planners.
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3.1.2.3 Additional G59 DG monitoring
Report A8 has identified that control engineers need to
have visibility or control of DG in order to be able to rely on
it when determining how to re-configure the network in
planned or unplanned outage scenarios.
For DG that is controllable, e.g. by an ANM scheme, the
ANM controller will be linked into the main SCADA system
and the key indications from it made visible on the control
diagram anyway. See 3.5.1.3.1.
For other DG installations, in planned or unplanned outage
situations, the control engineers ideally need to have
confidence that the generator(s) will continue running
until the network has been restored to its normal running
arrangements. For contingencies, they also need to
understand what the levels of hidden demand that the
generator(s) is providing are, in case the generator stops
running and this demand suddenly appears as increased
power flows on the network. The control room will therefore
need visibility of the following:
a. The generation capacity;
b. Any planned outages for the generator;
c. Typical half-hourly profiles of the amounts of power
generated, so they can understand how the DG is
normally used by its owners; and
d. The current levels of both generation and the net overall
power import/export by the customer premise.
(a) and (b) can be obtained from the generator’s owners,
once appropriate contractual arrangements have been
agreed; (c) and (d) involve the installation of monitoring
equipment linked to the owner’s installation. There are a
number of possible technical solutions to the latter, and the
detailed solution is likely to vary according to the nature and
manufacturer of the DG installation, but this could in some
cases be as simple as fitting small RTU/monitoring devices
that communicate back via GPRS.
Every few years sample monitoring of groups of LCTs such
as Combined Heat and Power (CHP) generation will be
beneficial. The most realistic way of achieving this is using
portable monitoring devices, collecting the data afterwards
and either loading it into the historian or analysing it offline.
3.1.2.4 Monitoring harmonic current contributions
of heat pumps
Report B2 recommends that the harmonic current contributions
of selected heat pumps (HPs) should be monitored, as the
HPs trialled were shown to consistently produce significant
contributions to the 3rd and 5th harmonics.

Though collection and recording of total harmonic distortion
(THD) and individual harmonic series amplitudes are not
supported by customer metering equipment, this facility
is now commonly available in modern monitoring devices
such as power meters and RTUs. For example individual
harmonic series monitoring was available in the EMS sub.net
RTUs that were used on the LCL trials, which stored tenminutely interval data for each harmonic up to the 50th.
The choice of whether to capture this data routinely by
installing additional RTUs or just occasionally by connecting
portable devices such as power meters will needed to
be determined for each case on its merits. Where, for
example, a number of HPs are fed from the same secondary
substation, the investment in an additional substation RTU
may be justifiable.
The volumes of data that could be collected by this means
are very considerable, but only a very small proportion of
this is likely to be of real interest to the DNO. But as these
devices can buffer short periods of data, say for a few days
or a week, in their memory, there is actually no need to
upload it unless either a specific issue has been identified
or the DNO wishes to conduct a routine, periodical sample
check. Only in these cases need the data be provided to
engineers for analysis.
Most modern RTUs support remote access services such as
web or secure File Transfer Protocol (FTP), which are normally
only used by support teams for diagnostic purposes or for
updating configuration settings. These facilities also typically
provide facilities to request one-off uploads of data such as
harmonic series, sending these in as files such as commaseparated value (CSV) format. If the number of locations
that require harmonic monitoring is small, the required
uploads can probably be handled manually by the SCADA
and telecommunications support team. If the requirement
for monitoring is found to increase beyond the level at which
this is feasible, then an automated user interface could be
provided to allow engineers to request these directly or
schedule periodic collection.
In either case the files can be loaded into the central
historian, or failing that a central document repository, as
well as the data being emailed to the relevant engineers.
Appropriate LV planning tools which support harmonic analyses
will enable the engineers to conduct the analyses they need.
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3.2 Smart Meter usage
When LCL was originally conceived it was hoped that the
smart meters to be rolled out nationally would include
further facilities of benefit to DNOs, such as
 More detailed reporting of power factor information, such
as maxima and minima of power factor (or phase angle)
and the ability to record four-quadrant power consumption
at higher resolution than half-hourly averages provide;
 Instantaneous voltage and reactive as well as active
power registers that could, in limited volumes and
at selected times, be polled by DNOs in real-time to
complement other forms of network monitoring;
 Some form of harmonic recording; and/or
 The ability for DNOs to send messages to the In-Home
Displays (IHDs), particularly to advise customers of
planned outages.
The work that ultimately led to the production of Version
2 of the national Smart Metering Equipment Technical
Specification (SMETS2) determined, however, that the
additional cost of including such facilities in the specification
could not be justified.
This section therefore focusses on the facilities that have
been included in the SMETS2 specification and how DNOs can
make best use of these, based on the learning gained on LCL.
The first three subsections, 3.2.2 to 3.2.4, describe the
functional use cases for smart meter data within DNOs.
Section 3.2.5 then describes the architecture and systems
requirements needed to fulfil these use cases.
The Electricity Networks Association has now agreed, on behalf
of the UK DNOs, a specification for a Network DCC Access
Gateway (NDAG) to provide the interface mechanism between
the Data Collection Company (DCC) and the DNO’s IT landscape
for receiving SM data and sending configuration commands,
and which will be procured by each DNO for this purpose. It
also ensure that the important security protocols required for
smart meter communications, to ensure that meters cannot be
manipulated by unauthorised parties and that data confidential
to the customers cannot be illicitly obtained, are followed.
The recommendations in this section therefore assume this
gateway is already being implemented by the DNO.
Smart meters will hold 13 months’ of previous half-hourly
active and import and export consumption data, 3 months
of half-hourly reactive import/export, and 4,320 previous
average root mean square (RMS) voltage measurements
collected at a recording interval that the DNO can set as a
configurable number of minutes from one upwards. The

DNOs will thus be able to collect these types of data some
time after the event where required. The general approach
to data collection, other than for that needed for real-time
monitoring, can therefore be to collect only the data actually
required, and to do so after the event.

3.2.1 Using smart meters for monitoring
Smart meters could be used in a limited way for monitoring
real-time loads, as they will support an on-demand request to
read instantaneous active power import and export demands,
though no corresponding facility for collecting instantaneous
voltage readings is included in the proposed specifications.
It is unlikely to be of any value, however, to monitor just
one, or a small number of, domestic premises in real-time in
isolation. To do a real-time powerflow study all the premises
attached to an appropriate section of network, e.g. an LV
feeder, would need to be monitored. Even where feeders
contain only domestic/SME premises, the combination of
 The likelihood that some of domestic/SME customers will
have opted out of smart meters;
 The fact suppliers will only be mandated to roll out a
percentage of SMs somewhat less than 100%; and
 The inability to collect equivalent real-time data
from I&C premises.
considerably limits the usefulness of this approach.
The smart meter consumption (import) data would be
regarded as private personal data, anyway, so the systems
making use of this facility would need to aggregate it on
receipt and the interfaces used to transmit it to them would
also need to incorporate appropriate security measures.
For offline monitoring activities conducted a short time (e.g.
a few days) after the event, though, sampling the actual
consumption on specific days and using these to build
bottom-up load profiles at link box, LV feeder or secondary
substation level could be viable – see 3.2.2.1 below.

3.2.2 Use of SM data for forecasting
A major benefit of Smart Meter (SM) data will be to allow
DNOs and other industry participants to obtain more
accurate load profiles for specific premise and customer
types. It will be possible to obtain actual profiles for extreme
load conditions such as cold winter days or hot summer
ones. The DNOs will not need to collect all the data centrally
as each meter buffers the last 13 months’ half-hourly active
import and the last 3 months active export and reactive
import/export data, the actual day to be analysed can be
determined after the event and the data for that day then
collected retrospectively from the meters.
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To carry out the above, DNOs will need
 A secure data repository or historian into which the
requested consumption data can be temporarily stored
when collected for aggregation;
 Software capable of aggregating/averaging this data
across each different category of customer/premise; and
 An appropriate historian repository in which to store the
results, so these are made easily available to planning
engineers and other users.
The DNO will need to define an appropriate set of premise/
customer/tariff categories and then map each metered
premise to one of these categories. Various third-party
datasets are available for this purpose, and the results could
be held against the DNO’s master records of its customer
premises, which are directly linked to the Meter Point
Administration Number (MPAN) numbers (see 4.1.2 below).
As suppliers sign up increasing numbers of customers to ToU
tariffs, it will be important to compile profile data for each
of these tariffs. The gradual changes to consumer behaviour
this is likely to drive may mean that new profile calculations
are warranted more often than just once every few years.
To estimate the interval consumption of an individual
premise using a profile prepared in this way more
accurately, an overall consumption value for the premise is
needed. This is directly analogous to the use of Estimated
Annual Consumption (EACs) in the industry non-half-hourly
settlements process. Access to smart meter data will also
allow DNOs to collect this data. The data collected need
not just be single, annual consumption values – separate
seasonal values could be obtained instead.
3.2.2.1 Bottom-up substation load profile calculations
In principle, it should be possible to use SM consumption
readings, combined with the corresponding data from other
meter types, to calculate actual load profiles at LV feeder
or secondary substation level for past dates. DNOs would
ideally want to calculate profiles for a range of scenario
days, with particular interest in extreme weather conditions
(cold winter or hot summer days) when extreme loading
conditions arise as a result of heating or air-conditioning
usage, and differentiating between weekdays, Saturdays
and Sundays. In practice, however, there are several
potential reasons why the results of these calculations may
not be totally accurate:
 Individual consumers will be allowed to opt out from
having DCC smart meters installed, so the percentage of
PC 1-4 MPANs that have smart meters will not be 100%
(though over time we would expect the actual figure to
approach close to 100%);

1

 The corresponding data will also need to be obtained for
SME premises whose meters will not be managed via the
DCC 1, which will potentially incur the additional costs of
integration with independent metering providers’ systems;
 The known inaccuracies in the network-premise
connectivity data will introduce errors into the calculations
(though, again, the quality of this data should gradually
improve over time); and
 The presence of unmetered supplies such as street
lighting and furniture introduces a further potential source
of inaccuracies – more detailed information such as
estimated demands at individual unmetered exit points
would need to be compiled.
A further constraint may arise from numbers of premises
whose data must be combined before the privacy
restrictions are no longer deemed to apply to the calculated
results. For small numbers, e.g. premises fed from rural
pole-mounted transformers, this would mean that more
than a month’s data would need to be combined to produce
results sufficiently aggregated to allow the results to be
stored by the DNO. Whilst this would not be a problem for
middle-of-the-range types of scenario day such as spring/
autumn weekdays, and would enable broad seasonal
average profiles to be compiled, it would significantly inhibit
the production of profiles for the more extreme day types
that may occur only once or a few times each year.
Constrained maximum demand readings from smart meters
may help somewhat with estimating the overall peak
demands on a circuit, but the usefulness of this data is
limited by the fact that different premises will have peaks at
different times even when these readings are constrained
to, say, a two-hour peak period, and maximum demand
readings give no indication at all of what the consumption
has been in the adjacent periods. A statistical analysis
method is therefore likely to be needed to make the best
use of maximum demand readings.
Using maximum demand readings would also entail
deploying a strategy for resetting these registers prior to
use, which will entail sending additional DCC requests. To
avoid substantial numbers of additional requests, this is
likely to mean that the use of maximum demand readings
will need to be planned in advance.
A less direct method of estimating secondary substation or
LV feeder load profiles from smart meter data is to collect
data from a wider group of meters and calculate afterdiversity consumption profiles for each premise/customer/
tariff type. If the actual premises fed by the substation
under question can each be assigned to the corresponding
category then the corresponding profile values can be
added together to produce an aggregate profile for the
substation or feeder.

DNOs already have access to HH meter advances and it is assumed here that Profile Classes 5-8 will also become half-hourly metered.
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Again, a refinement to the above could be to scale each
premise’s contribution based on a measure of its average
overall consumption, as discussed in 3.2.2 above.

3.2.3 Use of SM data for planning
Report C1 has highlighted that SM data may be able to help
in planning by
 Allowing LV feeder load estimates to be based on bottomup calculations using actual half-hourly data collected from
SMs, rather than relying on EAC profiling or apportioning
MDI readings across the individual feeders at substations;
 Providing better data for use in power flow models to
determine how the load on a feeder is distributed along it;
 Making available actual voltage measurements along the
feeder, rather than requiring planners to model these;
 Enabling better estimation of the expected load profiles
for new connections, based on profiles determined by
correlating different premise types and demographic
groups to actual recorded half-hourly consumption; and
 Providing actual data on power factors, rather than relying
on engineers having to estimate these.

3.2.4 Use of SM data for control and operations
The national smart metering specifications do not include
any facilities that would enable smart meters to be used to
assist DNOs with routine network monitoring or control: only
the suppliers will be permitted to control ancillary loads. The
following subsections therefore focus on the two main areas
in which smart meters will offer considerable assistance to
DNO network operations, namely outage management and
resolution of voltage excursions.
In occasional circumstances it might be appropriate to
incorporate near-real-time data into ANM schemes. This
would, however, entail the ANM controller polling the meter
continuously, at least for specific periods of time, thus
making a significant volume of real-time DCC requests, and
would require all of the solution components involved to
be appropriately secured to protect the privacy of the data.
The remainder of this report therefore assumes that no such
schemes will be implemented.
3.2.4.1 Outage management
The most immediately valuable use of smart meters will be
to improve outage management within the DNOs. Smart
meters will report “last gasp” alerts if their incoming supply
remains de-energised for more than three minutes, i.e. for

longer than a transient outage. After the supply is restored,
they will send a further alert giving the actual start and end
times of the outage (this is sometimes referred to as a “first
breath”). DNOs will also be able to poll meters at any time
to check their supply energisation states.
3.2.4.1.1 Last-gasp outage notifications
Last gasp messages will need to be transmitted from the
NDAG gateway to the OMS, where the latter would treat
them similarly to incoming customer fault calls. During the
earlier stages of the national roll-out, there will not be so
many meters that this is likely to cause problems to the
OMS, even in major outage scenarios such as the loss of a
grid supply point. As more meters are installed, however,
some intelligent filtering of last gasp messages is likely to be
required. If a grid supply loss occurs, for example, the DNO
will know about this within seconds via SCADA alarms, so the
last-gasp messages are of much less direct value and there is
a risk their high volumes could impact the OMS’s operation.
Even in more localised outage scenarios, if an entire LV
feeder is off supply, the OMS does not need every single
premise on the feeder to identify that. When faults occur
lower down the network where no SCADA reporting
is available, OMSs already employ call grouping and
inferencing logic to predict how much of the network is off
supply, and which protection device has probably operated.
If a certain number of customers on the same LV feeder, say
three, report outages, then the entire feeder is predicted as
being off supply. If two or more LV feeders from the same
transformer are predicted off supply, then the transformer
itself is predicted to be affected, and so on up the network.
In major storm scenarios, again a high volume of last-gasp
alerts will be received, but this case differs from the major
substation loss scenario in that the cause is many different
faults at different locations. In this case the last gasps are
much more important, but the incoming volume may still
be significant.
A smart approach to filtering the last gasp messages would
therefore be to count the numbers received on each LV
feeder and compare this to the thresholds configured for
the OMS’s call grouping algorithm. If, for example, the OMS
has been configured to predict a whole feeder is off supply
after three outage reports are received, then the filter would
send the first three last gasps from premises on that feeder
through to the OMS immediately but hold the remainder
back and gradually feed them through later at a rate the
OMS can comfortably deal with.
There may also need to be a means of recognising when last
gasp events occur as the result of planned work. For example
if an electrician at the property needs to de-energise the
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incoming supply to the meter for a period the DNO will not
want to needlessly raise a fault job and dispatch someone to
the premise. Further discussion would be needed to establish
a reliable mechanism to enable the DNOs to be advised of
these situations in advance so they can make sure their OMS
and CRM systems are aware of them.
All last-gasp alerts should ideally be recorded in the OMS, as
one of the latter’s key roles within the IT architecture is to
be the master system (system of record) for all outage data.
They can also play a valuable role in helping to improve the
quality of the network-premise connectivity data – this is
discussed in 3.2.4.1.5 below.
3.2.4.1.2 First-breath outage reports
As for last gasps, the first-breath reports should all be
transmitted to the OMS as they provide a valuable source of
information for regulatory CI/CML reporting. Again, however,
they may need to be buffered during periods when high
volumes are received.
3.2.4.1.3 Energisation state checks
There are two obvious cases where DNOs can benefit from the
ability to send energisation state check polls to smart meters:
a. When a customer calls in to report an outage, and speaks
to a customer service agent, the meter can be polled
while the customer is on the phone, to confirm the actual
situation; and
b. After a fault on the EHV or HV network has been repaired,
particularly in a storm scenario, meters at the far ends of
LV feeders that were affected by the higher voltage fault
could be interrogated to check whether they are now back
on supply, to identify any “nested faults” below the highervoltage one that have been masked by it. An alternative
method of achieving this, however, is discussed in
3.2.4.1.4 below.
Further consideration is needed as to whether DNOs should
also poll meters for their energisation states when handling
incoming fault calls using Interactive Voice Response (IVR).
DNOs do not have large call centres, so IVR is used to
increase the numbers of calls that can be handled when
high volumes are received, such as during storms. Provided
the incoming calls can be matched to a customer premise
on the network (usually achieved by matching the incoming
Caller Line Identification (CLI) number against the customer/
premise database), they can be played messages if an
outage affecting their premise has already been identified
or routed to a dialogue to obtain some basic details if not.
In the latter case the SM could also be polled to check its
status. These polls may take up to 30 seconds to complete,

though, and not all customers may be willing to stay on an
automated call for that long.
3.2.4.1.4 Detecting nested incidents original masked by
higher voltage outages
It is quite common in storm scenarios for premises to be
affected by more than one instance at separate voltage
levels. For example a local overhead LV feeder and an HV
overhead line higher up the network might both have been
damaged. But the latter will hide the impact of the LV fault
until the HV network has been restored.
There are two separate ways in which smart meter data can
help with the identification of this type of nested fault:
1. After the HV network has been restored, energisation
state checks could be sent to the meters at the ends of all
the LV feeders affected by the HV outage, as described in
3.2.4.1.3 above; or
2. The first breath alerts received when the HV network
is restored could be correlated against the last gasps
received originally, or the list of premises known from the
network topology data to have originally been affected by
the HV fault.
There are advantages and disadvantages to each of these
methods. Method (1) involves making additional DCC
requests that could be avoided if method (2) can be relied
on, but the latter involves correlating potentially large
amounts of data in real-time.
Average annual volumes of data involved for both methods
are estimated in the volumetrics model in Appendix A,
based on historical London and Eastern Power Network
outage volumes, giving the following results.

Table 7: Estimated London and Eastern outage
data volumes
Item

London

Eastern

Number of customer premises

2,300,000

3,600,000

Additional DCC requests using
method (1)

36,960

143,640

Last gasp messages per annum

874,000

3,240,000

First breath messages per annum

1,472,000

4,068,000
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3.2.4.1.5 Improvement of network-premise connectivity data
As with present-day incoming fault calls, last-gasp alerts can
be a valuable way of assisting DNOs to correct and improve
the quality of their network-premise link data.
If an outage occurs but alerts are received from premises
that were not thought to be fed from the affected
substations or LV feeders, this can act as a trigger to correct
the network linkage data for these premises.

When the national SM roll-out has been completed, there
will be considerable redundancy between the voltage
information available from nearby meters. For example
there is unlikely to be much voltage variation between any
pair of properties that have adjacent connections from the
same phase of an LV feeder. This, however, offers DNOs an
opportunity to make better use of the available meters. The
diagram overleaf suggests one method by which this might
be done:

If an outage is discovered to have been a single-phase LV fault,
then the premises from which last-gasp alerts were received
can be confidently assumed to be fed from that phase, and the
other meters on that feeder from different phases.
Most existing OMSs already contain facilities to support
this kind of network-premise linkage improvements, and
some including UKPN have already implemented automated
interfaces to facilitate this process by transmitting relevant
corrections back to the systems of record for the networkpremise connectivity data, e.g. the Geographical Information
Systems (GIS).
3.2.4.2 Voltage recording and excursions
Smart Meters will store a local history of 4,320 previously
recorded average voltages, averaged and recorded over a time
interval which can be set by the DNO and may be set to any
whole number of minutes upwards from one. If configured for
one-minutely recording, 3 days’ history will be held; at halfhourly recording, 90 days’ history will be maintained.
They can also be configured with three pairs of high/low
voltage alert thresholds:
 Average above/below limits;
 Extreme over/under-voltage limits; and
 Sag/swell voltage limits.
If the voltage transgresses any of these limits for a specified
time period, then an alert is generated and sent to the DNO.
The time period for the first pair is the same time interval
used for the voltage history log; the time intervals for the
other two can be configured separately.
No wholesale need has been identified for the DNO to
routinely collect and store voltage history data. It is more
likely that data will be selectively retrieved, triggered by
incoming voltage alerts, at potential hotspots identify by
other analyses, or when local information is specifically
needed for planning purposes such as described in 3.2.3
above. As the volumetrics model presented in Appendix A
demonstrates, this approach leads to annual smart meter
data volumes that are not significantly higher than those of
the existing historical SCADA data that DNOs collect.

As with present-day
incoming fault calls,
last-gasp alerts can be a
valuable way of assisting
DNOs to correct and
improve the quality of
their network-premise
link data.
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Figure 1: Possible approach to SM voltage recording configuration
Smart SM configuration – idealised example
Approximate distances of premises
from LV distribution board calculated
using GIS and network-premise linkage data

Secondary
Substation

Premises near
top of feeder.
Less/no need
for voltages if
the substation
already has an RTU
monitoring these.

Premises near
middle of feeder
Link
Box

NOP

Premises near
Bottom of feeder

Frequent voltage recording

This notional example presupposes
that all premises all have single-phase
supplies with their phases known, but
analogous allocation rules could be
defined to cope with unknown phases
as well as 3-phase supplies.

LV feeder

Pot
End

Less frequent, to store
longer histories

SMETS2 meters have a 4320 - entry voltage history
log but the recording frequency can be set by the DNO
(minimum setting = 1 minute = space for 3 days’ history).

The customer premises/smart meters are shown as circles colour according to the phase to which they are connected. Voltage
recording has been configured differently for the meters highlighted with purple and cyan squares, with the purple ones being
set to record voltage at high frequencies such as every minute and the cyan ones to lower frequencies, such as every half hour.
Different alerting thresholds could also be set for these two groups of meters. Should a voltage excursion occur, the meters will
already have at least 3 days’ history data prior to its occurrence, which the DNO can then request in response to the alert.
The approach used to select meters for different configuration settings should also take account of the possible LV backfeed
scenarios that may occur during faults or other outages. When this happens, the LV network sections that are normally part of
one feeder will temporary become extensions to the adjacent feeder, beyond the NOP location.
It will be important to correlate voltage alerts against the existing statuses of the HV network as held in the DMS and OMS.
For example abnormal running arrangements may lead to somewhat higher volumes of low voltage alerts at the far ends of
affected feeders.
3.2.4.2.1 Using smart meter data to infer phases of premise connections
DNOs do not currently know which phases most of the single-phase premises their network supplies are actually fed from,
because for many decades this information was not recorded.
It is possible to infer the phase of specific premises’ connections when single-phase LV outages occur on the network. Then,
the premises which called in to report the outage can confidently be allocated to that phase. Last-gasp alerts from smart
meters will increase the effectiveness of this process as these alerts should be received from all the affected premises,
whereas fault calls are only likely to be made from a proportion of them.
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There may also be some opportunities for DNOs to infer the
actual phases to which individual properties are connected
along an LV feeder by comparing their recorded voltages.
For example, if approximately one third of the premises
on an LV feeder, or across all the feeders of a secondary
substation, report similar voltage alerts, it is likely that the
issue is confined to a single phase and all of these premises
are on the same phase. If the phase allocations of some
of these premises are confidently known, and agree, then
the remaining premises that reported the alert can also be
allocated to that phase with reasonable confidence.

 Many MDM products include a significant amount of
Supplier aligned capabilities and DNOs will therefore be
paying for un-utilised capabilities should an MDM be used
for Business Orchestration.

3.2.4.3 Near-term operational planning

The following facilities will therefore need to be provided
by other systems to enable smart meter data to be used as
described in the preceding subsections.

Smart meter data could also be used to support control
and operations by providing a source of better load profiles
for use by near-real-time operational planning tools. These
tools, which are normally closely integrated within the
DMS, perform real-time powerflow analyses using SCADA
measurements and can display the results to control
engineers on the control diagrams. They can also produce
near-term load forecasts using profiles made available by
the DNO for this purpose.

 The business orchestration, while not simple, is nowhere
near as complex as needed by suppliers and therefore the
prime DNO requirement is for meter data and integration.
Additional MDM capabilities such as meter deployment
planning, meter provision, billing cutover, and meter to
cash process management are not required by DNOs.

Smart meters will allow the currently available SCADA data
to be supplemented by load profiles derived from actual
SM readings. These could be bottom-up load profiles for
secondary substations, as described in 3.2.2.1 above, or
profiles at individual premise level for LV powerflow studies,
though the latter would require the associated privacy
concerns to be appropriately addressed.

3.2.5 System requirements to support SM
data usage
The NDAG gateway will deal with all the security aspects of
sending requests and receiving incoming smart meter data,
and will include a basic Inventory facility for tracking where
SMs have been installed and linking them to other key
reference data such as MPANs. Operationally, however, it is
little more than a postal service, and has to be integrated
with whatever other systems will be used to submit meter
requests and process the incoming data.
It is unlikely that commercially available Meter Data
Management (MDM) systems currently available in the
marketplace, as typically used by suppliers and metering
agents, will offer cost-effective platforms for supporting
DNOs’ SM requirements, because:
 The bulk of the complexity and challenges being
faced by DNOs is in the technical orchestration of DCC
requests, DCC alerts and DCC responses. Given the
unique DCC specification there are no market products
currently in existence.

Smart meter data could
also be used to support
control and operations by
providing a source of better
load profiles for use by
near-real-time operational
planning tools.
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Figure 2: Possible future smart metering system architecture
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Core facilities, probably required on or shortly after the initial DCC go-live date, will comprise:
 A historian facility where collected meter readings (other than import consumption) can be stored;
 Additional facilities in the OMS for processing last-gasp, first-breath and voltage alerts, and integrating with the OMS’
existing facilities to enable improvements network-premise connectivity data including phase allocation to be captured and
transmitted back to the DNO system(s) where this data is mastered;
 Additional facilities in the CRM system, and possibly also IVR, to allow energisation state polls to be requested and to deal
with the responses;
 A user interface to enable engineers to manually request specific readings from specific sets of meters; and
 Facilities for aggregating consumption data by premise and/or customer type to produce load profiles.
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Ideally, the OMS or a Complex Event Processing (CEP) engine
should incorporate similar SCADA correlation grouping and
facilities for voltage alerts as it currently uses for managing
no-supply fault calls. For example, if the SCADA has reported
that a tap changer at a primary substation has failed, no
further investigation into the cause of voltage alerts on the
network fed by it will be needed. In other situations, it may
be useful to automatically trigger collection of SM voltage
log data for the period immediately prior to and during the
voltage excursion.
More advanced facilities that are unlikely to be needed until
later stages of the rollout include:
 A system for managing the configuration settings
assigned to individual meters;
 A facility for buffering large volumes of incoming last-gasp
and first-breath alerts;
 Facilities for aggregating SM consumption data by LV
feeders; and
 A facility for determining appropriate configuration
settings for meters based on their network topology
locations, if the DNO wishes to adopt the smart
configuration approach described in 3.2.4.2 above.
3.2.5.1 Aggregation and profile calculations
The main uses of smart meter consumption/export data
will be for forecasting, planning, or periodic monitoring of
substation or LV feeder load patterns. For these purposes it
will be necessary to request the necessary readings data,
store it temporarily, and then calculate the required profiles
by adding together or averaging the relevant readings.
A profile aggregator system will therefore be needed to
 Allow the users to specify the data to be collected (e.g.
from which SMs and for which sample days) and how it is
to be profiled;
 Transmit the corresponding request messages to the
NDAG for onward transmission to the DCC;
 Collate and temporarily store the returned data, and report
on any requested data that has not been received within
the expected time frame;
 Calculate the requested profiles and transmit these for
longer-term storage in the profile repository; and
 When all the aggregation has been completed, delete the
previously collected readings.

Consumption or export readings that cover time periods
of less than a month are considered to be personal data
belonging to the customers at the premises in question,
cannot therefore be stored other than temporarily for the
purpose of calculating aggregations, and must be held
securely whilst doing so. Whilst the NDAG will ensure the
security requirements for the transmissions from the DCC
to the DNO are met, the DNOs will also need to ensure that
the profile aggregator itself and the transmission path for
data between the NDAG and there also embody appropriate
security measures.
Where bottom-up network load profiles are to be calculated,
the relevant meter advances from any half-hourly-metered
MPANs on the relevant LV feeders (e.g. I&C premises) will
also need to be included in the calculation. These could be
obtained by replicating incoming D0036 messages received
via the industry Data Transfer NW Network (DTN) gateway
to the historian, from where these can be extracted
when required by the profile aggregator as shown on the
preceding figure, or by copying these from whichever other
DNO system holds them.
3.2.5.2 Smart meter historian facilities
Smart meter readings and alerts/events will need to be
stored in a historian database.
Ideally, DNOs would use the same historian to hold all
types of historical reading and measurement data, including
SCADA history, all meter readings/advances and other
data from third parties such as the TSO and LCT owners/
managers, thus forming the historical data component of an
operational data store (see B.2.1 below). The practicability
of this approach, however, may depend on the constraints
imposed by the need to hold unaggregated consumption
and maximum demand (MD) readings in a sufficiently
secure datastore.
After the national rollout has been completed, the cost of
collecting all of the available smart meter data and storing
it in a large repository is likely to outweigh the benefits
provided by this data. It is therefore considered more likely
that DNOs will only collect data as and when needed, such
as for developing consumption profiles for days of extreme
consumption or when needed for outage management or to
investigate voltage excursions.
The historian is therefore likely to need the ability to
support sparse datasets into which time-series data for
specific measurement points is only collected and stored
for limited and infrequent time periods. It is actually more
likely that DNOs will want to store voltage log data, rather
than consumption readings, in a historian as the meters only
hold much shorter histories of the former, and feeders that
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are experiencing occasional voltage excursions are likely
to need watching to see whether the frequency of these
increases over time.

 Some LCTs, particularly EVs and HPs, involve the network
meeting demands previously met by direct fossil fuel
consumption;

3.2.5.3 Smart meter configuration manager

 Small-scale embedded generation such as PV presents
the risk of reverse power flows for which the network
was not designed; and

At the commencement of the national rollout, DNOs will
probably just define a single set of standard configuration
settings for all meters and arrange for these to be set up
as defaults for all new meters by the suppliers or their
metering agents. As the volume of meters grows, however,
DNOs are likely to need to configure some settings
differently for specific meters in accordance with their
network locations and other circumstances.
Each meter will also need to be assigned to appropriate
groups to cover the different type of aggregation needed for
consumption data. As noted earlier, the two main uses of
this are likely to be
 Aggregation by LV feeder (in the longer term, possibly
done per phase) to estimate load profiles for secondary
substation without RTUs; and
 Aggregation by premise and/or customer types, to
produce more generic profiles for load forecasting and
planning purposes.
The configuration database could also be a convenient place
in which to store the assignments of the meters to the
required aggregation groups.
The configuration manager facility could potentially be included
as an enhancement to the NDAG or as a separate component.
3.2.5.4 Buffering large volumes of outage alerts

 Other techniques such as DSR and ToU tariffs will enable
peak loads to be flattened so the diurnal load profiles
change shape.
Report D1 recommends that the Element Energy model
that LCL used offers a good approach for producing forecast
profiles. The input data that this requires is summarised in
4.3.1 below.
Additional sets of profiles will therefore be needed to
cover loads such as domestic EV CPs and for premises that
have been signed up to ToU tariffs by their suppliers. The
DNO will need to keep records of where LCTs are installed
and be able to readily produce numbers and capacities of
installations for each portion of the network, e.g. below
each substation and on each outgoing feeder.
A much more sophisticated breakdown of premise
categories than the current nine PCs will be needed so that
appropriate sets of load profiles can be prepared for each.
The DNO will need to hold each premise’s classification
against its record in the network topology dataset.
The main sources of load profiles will be the existing SCADA
historian (expanded as more secondary automation and
monitoring is installed), smart meter data, and profiles of
typical LCT import/exports obtained via various other means.

A CEP solution may offer the best way of managing large
bursts of outage alerts during storms and after major
substations have lost supply. This would need a database of
master data that includes each SM’s location on the network
topology and the call grouping configuration parameters
or business rules configured in the OMS. It would then be
able to accept incoming alerts in real time and determine
whether to forward these immediately to OMS or to
“throttle” them into a buffer for subsequent transmission.

To support the above approach, DNOs will need

3.3 Forecasting

The present-day approach of holding profiles as Excel
spreadsheets is likely to become untenable as a result of
the significantly higher number of profiles required and
the increased need to make the data readily available for
planning tools.

Forecasting will increasingly need to take account of the
growth of LCTs such as EVs, heat pumps and PV. The basic
approach, of capturing historical load data and profiles, and
then projecting future demand by taking account of projected
increases in the numbers of items connected to the network,
will remain the same, but the data and calculations required
will have to be more sophisticated, because

 The SCADA Historian;
 The smart metering systems described in 3.2.5 above;
 A repository for the historical load profiles derived from
SM data; and
 A repository for holding forecasts prepared from the above
data sources.
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3.4 Planning
3.4.1 Use of historical data to improve planning
The national smart meter rollout will enable DNOs to use
forecast profiles generated from historical smart meter data
(see 3.3 above) for network planning. This will be particularly
relevant to LV network and new connections planning.
Additional secondary automation will also make historical
load profiles at secondary substation level available at an
increasing number of sites.

3.4.2 Available low-carbon network planning tools
The current generation of planning tools largely rely on
load profiles provided by the user, then performing their
modelling studies using the exact data provided.
Other than where profiles can be based on historical SCADA
data, i.e. from EHV substations or secondaries where RTUs are
installed, the consumption profiles currently used are afterdiversity profiles. This means they are based on averaged
demands over large populations of similar consumers, such
as domestic premises. These provide a good approximation
when total consumption estimates for large numbers of
consumers are needed, but lower down the network,
particularly at LV, the number of such consumers is far fewer.
At this level, far greater statistical variations take effect.
Planning tools will therefore need to take proper account
of these statistical variations, using the diversity factors as
discussed in the other LCL reports to compute expected
and high-range consumption figures and taking appropriate
account of these in the modelling studies.
This principle applies not only to baseline premise
consumption but also to the impacts of LCTs such as PV and
EV charging posts. With the knowledge of where these are
located, the studies will be able to take account of them
when producing planning studies for specific secondary
substations or LV feeders. But the numbers of LCTs will be
even smaller than the numbers of premises at this level so
the stochastic approach will be even more important for
modelling their contributions.

3.4.3 New connection planning
Report C1 recommends a revised process for planning
new connections using smart meter data. This is based on
performing a load flow analysis of the secondary substation
and LV feeder in question. With smart meter data, load
profiles estimated from smart meter data as described in
3.2.2.1 above could, subject to the caveats discussed there,
be used rather than relying solely on MDI readings to give
the substations’ peak loading (see 3.1.1.3) as at present.

The IT systems and facilities described in 3.2.5 above
should include all the capabilities required to allow this
data to be obtained.
3.4.3.1 Incorporating ANM in planning for DG connections
A facility for interrogating relevant previous connection
requests and the solutions that were proposed will be needed
for planning ANM schemes, as these may make it possible to
fulfil requests that had not previously been taken forward.
LCL has found that it can be harder to retro-fit ANM
controllers to an existing implementation, so if a new DG
connection is at a location where it is conceivable that ANM
might be required later then it may be appropriate to make
some passive provision for this at the outset.
A spreadsheet tool which implements the Energy Networks
Association (ENA)’s Engineering Technical Recommendation
(ETR) 131 algorithm for assessing the contribution of DG to
security of supply has been developed by LCL. This can be
used where detailed modelling of the scheme is needed in
order to properly assess its appropriateness.

3.4.4 DSR Planning
The process recommended for planning where it is feasible
and beneficial to contract for DSR to cover network capacity
constraints in periods prior to reinforcement is described
in Report A4. This process covers the planning aspects for
three types of DSR use – to defer reinforcement, pre-fault
and post-fault – but pre-fault DSR is also identified later in
the report as being unlikely to be commercially available.
All of the data required to support this planning process is
currently held by, or readily available to, DNOs. This includes
G59 generation master data, as many DSR providers are
organisations with standby generators that they can offer to
run in order to reduce their power import from the network.
It is therefore likely to give a useful indication of the amount
of DSR that may be obtainable at the locations required.
The planning needed for post-fault DSR includes producing a
reliability model of the relevant portion of the network. This
will require a network modelling tool that supports this type
of analysis – existing tools that do so include DPlan, IPSA
and GROND – and a network topology dataset with sufficient
details of switchgear to allow restoration switching times to
be reasonably estimated. It is particularly important in this
regard for the model to include details of which switchgear
can be telecontrolled.
A Load Forecast Macro Model (LFMM) tool that has been
developed by LCL could be used to evaluate the value likely
to result from using DSR at a candidate substation to enable
deferral of reinforcement. This is currently implemented as
an Excel spreadsheet.
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3.4.5 IT requirements for low-carbon
network planning

3.5.1.2 Manual decision-making and its implications
for automation

The DNO systems that will be needed to support the basic
planning facilities described above are

Control engineers often have a high workload and the DMS
must therefore provide as much assistance as possible in
guiding them to the most effective options for avoiding
network constraints, particularly where abnormal running
arrangements are necessary in post-fault scenarios.

 The SCADA Historian;
 The smart metering systems described in 3.2.5 above;
 The load profile and forecast repositories described
in 3.3 above;
 More sophisticated planning tools as described in 3.4.2
above; and
 The ETR 131 and LFMM spreadsheet tools described above.
There will also be an increased need for integration
between these systems and the network planning tools,
so that the latter can easily and automatically obtain the
relevant data without requiring the engineers to manually
extract and load the required datasets.
A small-scale prototype architecture of this type is currently
being trialled on the Flexible Urban Networks – Low Voltage
(FUN-LV) project.
The EAM system (or whichever other system manages
connection requests) will need to be enhanced to provide
the required facility for locating earlier connection requests
relevant to ANM schemes.

3.5 Smart Grid Operations and Control
3.5.1 Control
3.5.1.1 Control implications of new LCTs
There two main ways in which LCTs trialled on LCL will
require operation by the control room:
 DSR portfolios will mostly require manual dispatching by
control engineers; and
 ANM schemes, though they will normally run
autonomously, must include facilities to allow control
engineers to temporarily disable their automatic
operation, for example during planned outages.
Status information of both these types of scheme, combined
with control buttons, must therefore be included on the
DMS control diagrams.

A key task for control engineers is to determine and
execute actions to reconfigure the network in planned
and unplanned outage situations to ensure the anticipated
demand can be met without violating network constraints.
To do this, they must have
 Sufficient monitoring and visibility of the network state
and those of the relevant LCTs to be able to make
informed decisions;
 Facilities that enable them to rapidly identify the available
options in the given scenario and assess the merits and
de-merits of each; and
 The appropriate control facilities readily available and
programmable into planned switching schedules.
3.5.1.3 Control requirements for new LCTs
3.5.1.3.1 Active Network Management of DG
Active Network Management (ANM) is an emerging method
of controlling DG which enables it to be installed in places
where it could otherwise violate network constraints such
as fault levels and/or allows it to be controlled to some
extent by the DNO to help alleviate constraints, e.g. in N-1
scenarios or to postpone reinforcement. ANM for controlling
DG is described in detail in LCL Report A9.
Each ANM scheme is supervised by an ANM controller,
which is linked to:
 The DMS, so it can be monitored and enabled/disabled
from the control room;
 The SCADA infrastructure, so it can obtain real-time power
flows and switch states from the constraint location(s); and
 The DG installations within the scheme, where it can
control the generation by adjusting a setpoint value to
increase or decrease the amount of power generated.
(See diagram in Appendix B.2.8.) The ANM controller also
provides a number of historical time series data points
which can be collected and archived to the historian
platform for subsequent analysis.
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ANM controllers are now offered as a server installation which can be installed in a central location, with several ANM
schemes controlled by a single high-availability server.
LCL Report A9 has identified that protection-grade hardware and communications is needed for the links to the constraint locations
and the DG sites as the ANM controller to the may need to instruct the DG(s) to cease generation in sub-second timescales.
3.5.1.3.2 Supervision of ANM-controlled DG to support network security
Each ANM controller and DG will need to have DMS control diagram symbols that display the current states of these items
and allow the control engineers to drill down to view the underlying master data, such as the types of unit and capacities and
operational constraints.
The primary control function supported by ANM schemes is to allow the scheme to be disabled and later re-enabled by the
control engineer. Individual schemes may support further control operations, such as allowing the control engineer to override
the automatic ANM recommendation and manually specify the amount of increased/reduced DG export to be requested.
These facilities are most likely to be needed during planned or unplanned outage situations.
To facilitate the instigation of planned outages, it should also be possible to include ANM control actions in planned switching schedules.
3.5.1.3.3 Call-off of DSR
Control systems will need to be updated so that opportunities to deploy DSR can be identified in real time, and to allow control
engineers to send out instructions for the deployment of DSR to respond to real time requirements [Report A4, section 9.5].
The following diagram shows the recommended overall architecture for DSR systems (the settlement and payment aspects are
discussed in 3.6.3 below), including the case where ANM controllers are used to dispatch the DSR:

Figure 3: Recommended solution architecture for DSR systems
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The DMS needs to include information on the availability of
DSR contracts on affected parts of the network. This will ensure
that the control engineer considers all available options when
dealing with fault conditions and/or when parts of the network
are overloaded, or at risk of becoming overloaded.

 A user interface facility to enable the control engineers to
call for the DSR; and

It is envisaged that the control engineer will follow an
agreed operational dispatch methodology and use the DMS
to generate a DSR dispatch request. This will also include
information on the level of DSR required and the duration for
which it is required.

The DSR gateway coordinates the messages sent between the
DNO and the DSR owners or aggregators.

DSR can be dispatched either manually, via a command on
the DMS control diagram, or automatically by deploying an
ANM controller. In the latter case it is usually easiest to install
a local ANM node at the provider’s site, with an appropriate
reportback signal connected to the ANM node so the latter can
identify when dispatch requests have been accepted.
The DMS should also display the confirmation that the DSR
dispatch request has been accepted, and raise a further alarm if
this acknowledgement is not received within a set time.
When it is planned to call off DSR during a planned outage,
there is a question of how far in advance the dispatch requests
should be transmitted to the DSR owners/aggregators. Ideally
this should be more than a few minutes before the curtailment
is required, but once this has been done the scheduling of the
outage can no longer be changed (unless a ‘cancel dispatch’
facility is also implemented). One possibility would be to
 Allow DSR dispatch requests to be included in switching
schedules; and
 Include a ‘firmly scheduled’ state in the lifecycle of switching
schedules, with the DMS transmitting the dispatch requests
as soon as the schedule is advance to this state.
Further consideration of the detailed design of this
area is needed.
The following additional facilities and data will therefore be
required in the DMS:
 Data records for the contracted DSR portfolio, each
including capacity, real-time and future availability
information and linked to an appropriate location in the
network topology as described in 4.1.3 below;
 Real-time logic to identify when it may be appropriate
to call for DSR and highlight this to the control engineers
– this is likely to be achieved through a combination of
extensions to the real-time power flow modelling facilities
and additional core control software functionality;

 Interfaces to and from a DSR dispatch system as shown in
the figure above.

The types of message exchanged between the DNO and DSR
aggregators are the same as those used to or from directly
contracted DSR owners. Aggregators will typically forward the
dispatch requests to each DSR within the dispatched portfolio,
and receive the acknowledgements and subsequent meter
data from each. Aggregators would typically send a single
acknowledgement to the DNO for each portfolio dispatch
request. They would also be expected to be able to absorb
some unavailability periods for individual DSR providers, as
each portfolio will generally have a level of excess curtailment
capacity. As shown in the figure, all messages exchanged
between the DNO and the DSR owners/aggregators must
also be copied to the DSR settlements system. This could be
achieved either directly by the DSR gateway or by marshalling
these interfaces via integration middleware such as an
Enterprise Service Bus (ESB).
Two-way automated interfaces between the DNO and the
contracted DSR parties will also be required. These will need
to be able to transfer unavailability information, dispatch
requests and their acceptances. For critical DSR applications
these will need to have high availability and latencies of under
a minute for dispatch requests and their acknowledgement
After-the-event information, such as the minutely curtailment
measurements, are of lower urgency (see 3.6.3 below).
The DSR settlements process and system are discussed in
3.6.3 below.
3.5.1.3.4 Active Network Management of EV fleet CPs
ANM controllers can also be deployed for active management
of commercial EV fleet charging, such as significant fleets of
vans. LCL Report B5 has identified that this can be a costeffective option for fleets of more than about 130 vehicles
where these are charged at a single depot location. In this
approach, an ANM node would be installed at the charging
location and linked appropriately to the equipment there that
controls the CPs.
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3.5.1.3.5 Control of EV charging points

3.5.2.2 Manual and automated control strategies

Report B5 highlights that there may be a need for DNOs to
control public EV CPs where these are fed from substations
running close to their capacity limits. Two possible approaches
to this have been identified:

To date, the majority of EHV and HV network controls have
been performed manually, either via telecontrol or by
dispatching field engineers to site to operate
manual switchgear.

1. By configuring the Charging Network Operator (CNO)’s EV
controller to limit demand at the critical times during the
day; or

The earliest type of network automation comprised protection
schemes such as inter-trips where required to ensure that faults
were correctly cleared (isolated) from the live network. These
were expanded at specific locations to include schemes such
as auto-changeover where switchgear is automatically closed
following a higher-level fault to restore supplies to parts of the
network below. To date, protection schemes have typically
been implemented using bespoke controller devices and
hard-wired communications links between sites to provide the
necessary levels of reliability.

2. By deploying an ANM controller to manage the CPs
dynamically based on actually available network capacity
and charging demand.
Option 1 does not involve any additional DNO systems or data,
beyond that needed to identify the constraint locations and the
knowledge of where the CPs are located and by whom they
are operated.
Option 2 entails installing an ANM controller with real-time
monitoring of the actual load at the constraint location
(typically, a primary or secondary substation) and direct linkage
to the EV controllers, as done on the LCL trial.
To implement the latter it will be important to establish an
appropriate cyber-security strategy, as the solution involves
connections both to SCADA installations and to third-party
systems. One approach could be to install an ANM Local Device
Controller at the CNO site(s) and interface this to the central
ANM controller via the DNO’s existing SCADA network. Then
the only connection to the CNO’s equipment would be via
electrical monitoring and setpoint signals.

3.5.2 Operational decision support
3.5.2.1 Requirements for operational decision support
LCTs further expand the options available to control engineers
for reconfiguring the network to meet the anticipated demands
during planned or unplanned outage scenarios. Additional
DMS facilities will therefore be needed to assist the control
engineers in identifying the available options and determining
the most appropriate one to invoke.
The near-real-time powerflow analysis facilities that are
available on proprietary DMS platforms are likely to form
the core of these facilities. These use SCADA measurements
and other data to estimate the current power flows and
produce short-time-ahead forecasts based on extrapolation
of recent historical data and/or load profile data provided
from external sources.
These tools increasingly include facilities to highlight the
best-looking options for reconfiguring the network to restore
supplies or where constraint violations are forecast. In today’s
tools these are typically based solely on switching operations,
so will need extending to be able to understand and consider
the implications of ANM or DSR.

A more recent development has been the provision of
automated restoration programmes at HV within the DMS
platform. These work in conjunction with secondary substation
automation and typically attempt to restore as many customer
supplies as possible by interrogating the fault flow indicators
and then using telecontrolled switching operations to
sectionalise the fault locations and then backfeed the relevant
part of the HV feeder. As not all secondary substations are
automated, it is not generally possible to restore all customers
in this way, but a significant number can generally be restored
within the three minutes allowed before the outage is treated
as a non-transient interruption.
The above strategies, however, are all reactive in nature
and only address fault scenarios. More recently, Low Carbon
Network Fund (LCNF) projects such as LCL have trialled smart
grid techniques such as ANM which are targeted at avoiding
network constraints during normal operations in order to
postpone or avoid the need for network reinforcement. Similar
techniques which could potentially be automated are also
being trialled on a number of other projects, such as meshed
running or automated load transfer by Flexible Approaches to
Low Carbon Optimised Networks (FALCON).
The feasibility of deploying automation strategies depends on
the complexity of the decision making required. There is also
a hierarchy of drivers for automation schemes: firstly to protect
the network assets by clearing faults, then to avoid constraint
violations and restore customers as quickly as possible during
faults. The first is simple and clear-cut, but the other two
involve some delicate balancing as most network constraints
are not actually ‘hard’ limits. Fault level constraints are about
minimising the risk of switchgear damage should a further
fault occur, and thermal constraints are around maintaining the
assets’ lifetimes by regulating the currents, and hence losses,
which lead to heating of the equipment and thus to accelerated
degradation of its insulation.
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Auto-restoration schemes are generally based on the
knowledge that additional capacity has been designed into
the network, precisely to support N-1 running arrangements.
Rather than needing real-time powerflow studies to be
performed to support their operations, they are typically
programmed using parameters set manually in the DMS, such
as how much of a feeder can reliably be backfed via a specific
normally open point to keep their operation within constraints.
Smart grid techniques, by contrast, typically require at least a
basic real-time powerflow model to inform their operations.

A key improvement to support HV network control will be the
collation of better load profiles for secondary sites where no
RTUs are fitted. Using bottom-up aggregation of half-hourly
consumption data obtained from half-hourly and smart meters
looks to offer a promising approach to doing this – see 3.2.2.1
above. Though the accuracy of this approach still needs further
study, this data will almost certainly offer an improvement over
the use of MDI readings from substations, which do not record
the times at which the peak loads occur and in any case have
to be read manually.

In practice, therefore, the limiting factor on the extent of
automation possible is likely to be the practicability of
implementing sufficiently reliable powerflow models to ensure
it will always operate safely and within the bounds imposed by
the constraints. In both reactive and normal running scenarios,
therefore, the automation schemes will only be able to deal
with a proportion of the tasks necessary to run the network
most efficiently, so there will always be points at which the
automation schemes have done as much as they can and the
remainder must then be left to the control engineers.

3.5.2.4 Support for operator decision making

The overall control strategy must therefore address

As noted in the preceding sections, when control engineers
need to make decisions they will need to be provided with a
clear view of
a. What was the original issue to be dealt with;
b. What have the automation schemes already been able
to do to mitigate or partially address that issue, and
what aspects do the resulting running arrangements not
address;

 The order in which specific automation processes are
to take place, to prevent different automation schemes
from working against one another concurrently while
addressing issues;

c. What options are available to complete the process of
reaching a state in which all possible customers have
been restored and where no constraints are at risk of
violation; and

 The information needed by each type of automation
scheme to operate safely and effectively, and how this
information must be obtained and managed;

d. If more than one option is available, which is the best?

 The manner, such as by appropriate alarms, in which
issues that the automation schemes are unable to
completely resolve are reported to the control engineers –
they must be able to easily understand what has already
been done and what aspects still remain unresolved; and
 The situations in which the control engineers may need
to disable or otherwise steer the operation of automation
schemes in abnormal situations.

This is most crucial in fault scenarios where the control
engineers need to think in real time, but will increasingly
also be needed in operational planning scenarios, e.g. when
preparing switching schedules for planned outages, though
items (a) and (b) above are not applicable in that context.
Existing DMSs present (a) and (b) to the control engineers via a
combination of
 The control diagram, on which any de-energised sections
and open switchgear will be shown;

3.5.2.3 Use of historical data to improve operations

 The event log, which will contain the original alarm and
any subsequent automated switching; and

As mentioned above, near-real-time operational planning tools
can use historical SCADA or other load profile data to produce
near-term future power flow forecasts and recommendations
of steps that may be needed to avoid constraint violations.

 The switching schedule, which the DMS will automatically
generate for unplanned incidents and into which the
original trip and any subsequent switching events will
have been collated.

Historical SCADA data is routinely collected today, at least for
power measurements at primary substations and above. If not
already done, this can readily be extended to include power
measurements collected by RTUs deployed for secondary
automation schemes, as done on LCL (see 3.1.2.1 above).

Real-time powerflow modelling facilities incorporated into the
DMS can supplement the above by showing current estimated
power flows. The engineer will probably also need to see the
best available estimate of the expected flows when the next
demand peak occurs, so this information should be made easily
available (e.g. via a minimum number of mouse clicks).
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Alarms and control operations from/to LCTs should be
appropriately integrated into the main DMS alarm lists/event
logs and switching schedules.
Including diagram symbols for the available LCTs that might be
able to assist the engineer in avoiding forthcoming constraint
violations will also important for steps (c) and (d). A further
operational planning facility may also be needed to enable
control engineers to assess the cost-effectiveness of calling off
DSR for near-term scenarios.
The existing DMS network data, when supplemented with
the master and state data associated with the LCTs, should be
sufficient to meet (a) and (b). For (c) and (d), sufficient data will
be needed to enable the control engineer to get a reasonable
view of the peak power flows that are anticipated in the time
period immediately ahead. Ideally these would be provided as
half-hourly load profiles, compiled as discussed earlier in this
report, because the power flows may peak on different parts
of the network at different times. In their absence, however, a
minimum would be seasonal peak demand estimates for the
relevant network components.
3.5.2.5 Resolution of DSR conflicts and synergies
DSR can potentially be invoked in three main types of scenario:
a. When planned for normal operation as a means to
postpone reinforcement, in which case a usage plan will
have been determined beforehand that defines at what
times on what occasions the DSR is to be dispatched;
b. When needed during planned outages to honour
constraints that would or might otherwise be violated; or

occasions per annum) suggest this is probably not worthwhile
until the amount of available DSR has significantly increased.

3.5.3 Execute actions and measure the
performance of the network to inform future
long-term planning
The key to providing a virtuous feedback loop from historical
actions into future operational and longer-term planning is to
collect a full set of historical data into a single central historian
platform from which it can easily be extracted for analysis.
It is important that the data captured includes historical
network topology and switching operations as well as network
loads and voltages. A useful method of archiving switch states,
using the PowerOn Fusion DMS that is used by most UK DNOs,
is described in B.2.7 below.
A range of analytical and visualisation tools is likely to be
needed to make best use of the historical data. Two obvious
components of this toolkit should be
 Powerflow modelling tools that are able to replay
historical events using load data obtained from all
available sources and report on which portions of the
network ran close to, or exceeded, constraints; and
 Tools that enable historical data to be visualised against
geographical or schematic diagrams of the network topology.
The network topology model used must include all relevant LCT
installations, as well as just the core network topology and the
network-premise connectivity.

c. In post-fault scenarios.

3.6 Commercial Management

In each of these scenarios there will be a need to confirm
that the relevant DSR portfolio(s) are available for the DNO
to call on and are not already planned for use by other
industry participants – see 3.6.4 below. For (a) and (b) this
will be achievable by advising the other participants of the
proposals and, if necessary, negotiating plans that work for
all parties (perhaps by agreeing to reschedule the planned
outage, for example).

3.6.1 I&C Customer Relationship Management

For (c), the DNO may need to find out rapidly whether
another party is planning to make a conflicting dispatch of
a DSR portfolio the DNO could advantageously call to ease
reconfiguration of the network. The simplest method is
probably to make a phone call to the DSR owner/aggregator.
Though this information could in principle be made
automatically available to the DNO via additional message
flows between the parties. the likely infrequency of its need
combined with the relatively low business benefit (possibly
saving the control engineer a few minutes’ time on only a few

It is likely the DNO will need to have greater levels of pro-active
engagement with I&C customers than is done currently.
Information already held by DNOs, such as the half-hourly
meter advances received for I&C sites and currently used
for DUoS billing and the register of G59 locations, should be
searchable to identify further candidate DSR providers, such as
when considering how to deal with portions of the network
that are approaching constraint levels. Examining some actual
half-hourly readings on appropriate sample days would give an
idea of the typical loads specific premises are placing on the
network, to assist with the planning calculations.
Relevant master data about I&C customers, particularly those
already providing DSR to the DNO, should also be made readily
available to the CRM system so that these important customers
can be given good quality service when they call in to report
faults or other matters.
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3.6.2 Supplier ToU tariffs and settlements
As suppliers increasingly offer ToU tarrifs to their domestic
and SME customers and these are taken up, it will become
increasingly un-viable for generator payments and DUoS billing
for these customers to continue using the current industry
non-half-hourly settlement and DUoS billing processes. It is
therefore envisaged that suppliers will instead be able to
elect to have these MPANs settled, and therefore presumably
DUoS billed, on the basis of their actual half-hourly metered
consumption.
There are two possible methods by which this could be
achieved, these differing in the amount of data that DNOs are
required to receive and process. These are described in the
following subsections.
In either case, some changes would be needed to the industry
meter point registration and other systems to provide a clear
means of identify which domestic and SME MPANs now
have ToU tariffs in use. It is assumed that today’s Standard
Settlement Configuration (SSC) attribute (or something
equivalent) will still be used to identify the MPANs allocated to
each different tariff type and that this information will continue
to be routinely provided to DNOs.
3.6.2.1 Half-hourly billing for MPANs on ToU tariffs
In this approach, the MPANs on ToU tariffs are treated exactly
the same as present-day half-hourly (HH) MPANs for DUoS
billing purposes. However, the DUoS billing process currently
used for HH MPANs entails sending the DNO all the half-hourly
meter advances at individual premise level.
This would necessitate a significant increase to the volume of
data that DNOs’ DUoS billing systems would need to hold and
process, a change to the currently proposed rules that would
not allow DNOs to store unaggregated consumption data and
sufficient security arrangements to be implemented around
and within these safeguard the privacy of this data.
3.6.2.2 Super-customer billing for MPANs on ToU tariffs
In this approach, the half-hourly consumptions of the MPANs
on ToU tariffs would be aggregated by the supplier’s data
aggregator into a matrix with similar dimensions to today’
super-customer DUoS billing data (D0030) but without the PC
and Time Pattern Regime dimensions. This would provide the
DNO with a matrix of aggregated actual HH consumptions for
MPANs on ToU tariffs broken down just by GSP Group ID, Line
Loss Factor Class and SSC, and the DNO would then use this
data for the DUoS billing for these MPANs.

This represents an intermediate approach between the current
DUoS billing method and that used for half-hourly metered
MPANs. Its advantages are that
 The volumes of data needed by DNOs for DUoS billing are
not substantially greater than those used currently;
 The same industry process can generate the data needed
both for generator settlements and for DUoS billing, just as
today’s non-half-hourly (NHH) settlements process does;
 The data received by DNOs is already aggregated so no
privacy issues should arise in relation to this data;
 The necessary aggregations, which are the only stage that
requires the full volume of half-hourly readings, can be
done by the existing industry data aggregator participants
on behalf of all the other industry parties; and
 The changes required to the systems used by each of
the other industry parties would be incremental rather
than revolutionary.

3.6.3 DSR Settlement and Payment
DNOs will need a new facility to manage the settlement
of invoices for DSR they have contracted to use either via
aggregators or directly with the owners. The number of DSR
portfolios is likely to be a few thousand at most, and the
settlement process is likely to be performed monthly, so this
system should not need to be too highly engineered. Report A4
(section 12.2) recommends using simple systems even where
this results in somewhat higher levels of manual intervention
being needed, as no explicit cost for a DSR settlement system
was included in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) that confirmed
the commercial viability of using DSR.
The interactions between the DSR settlement and payment
system and the other DSR components are shown in
Figure 3 above.
The DSR settlement and payment system is responsible for:
 Determining the volume of DSR actually delivered during
DSR events; and
 Calculating the availability and utilisation payments due to
the providers.
The volume of DSR delivered at a site is determined by
comparing the actual generation or demand profile on a DSR
event day with a baseline. The baseline is calculated from the
historical generation or demand profile from the previous 10
weekdays without a DSR event. Therefore information on the
dispatch instructions issued to providers from the DSR dispatch
system needs to be transferred to the DSR settlement and
payment system so that DSR event days can be identified.
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Report A4 (section 3.4) has identified that minutely
measurements of DSR response during call-off periods is
essential to assess the level of compliance delivered by each
provider against the levels they have contracted for, and that
DSR contracts should include variable payments determined by
the actual compliance levels delivered.
The availability payments and utilisation payments are
calculated in line with the terms outlined in the DSR
contract based on the volume of DSR delivered and any
updates on capability from the provider to indicate that
they are unavailable due to technical reasons. This requires
information on the DSR contracts and revised availability
from the DSR dispatch system.
It should also be capable of processing settlement and
payments on an ad-hoc basis, for example in the event of
a dispute about the settlement data between DSR provider
and UKPN.
The DSR settlement and payment system will therefore need
to support the following main functions:
 Manual entry and configuration of DSR contracts and
details of providers;
 Receiving and storing details of call-off events via an interface;
 Receiving and storing minutely curtailment measurements
from aggregators or providers via interfaces, and reporting
on expected measurements that have not been received
after an appropriate short grace period;
 Calculation of payments due to aggregators or directlycontracted participants, and reconciliation of these with
invoices received from those parties;
 Transmission of payment approvals to the DNO’s Finance
systems; and
 Appropriate reporting to support managers and
administrative staff.
It is suggested that the DSR settlement and payment system
be able to retain DSR meter data for a period of at least 1 year,
together with the resulting financial information.

3.6.4 Supporting resolution of DSR conflicts
and synergies
LCL Report A5 highlights the need for a mechanism for
resolving potential conflicts over the use of DSR facilities
between DNOs, the TSO and Suppliers, all of whom might want
to call on DSR for different reasons. Two potential mechanisms
are recommended for addressing this:
1. Informal co-operation based on all parties having
knowledge of the available DSR and who else might want
to call on it; and
2. Formalised arbitration by means of an auction platform.
The latter would be a very expensive solution as it would
require all parties to implement new and complex trading
and settlement systems. The operational scenarios used in
this report therefore assume that the former approach will
be adopted. This is unlikely to require any significant new IT
systems within the DNOs.

3.7 General recommendations
3.7.1 Use of standard protocols
It would be beneficial for the industry to adopt standard
message protocols for interactions between industry
participants, such as those recommended in sections 3.5.1.3.3
and 3.6.3 for DSR management.
Wherever feasible, these protocols should conform to the
European Commission’s Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM)
and be based on appropriate elements of the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) Technical Committee 57 TC57
reference architecture, and in particular Common Information
Model defined in the IEC 61970 and 61968 standard groups.
Compared to other countries, the UK has been rather backward
to date in its adoption of standards such as these, with no use
again being made for the proposed SMIP protocols. These
standards offer the benefits of savings in future systems
integration through greater re-use of standard elements and
facilitating future system replacements by minimising changes
then needed to sister applications.
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4.1 Network topology backbone

4.1.1 Switch states

As identified in Report D1, the DNO will need an integrated
network topology dataset of reasonably high quality that
covers the entire network down from the GSPs to all
connected premises, linked through to MPANs as described
in 4.1.2, and including the LCTs installed at each.

The core network topology model would include the normal
switch states, i.e. the NOP locations.

In practice this data is likely to be mastered across a number
of the DNO’s IT systems. This is not an issue provided the
data can be readily combined as necessary to produce
datasets for network modelling and for reference by smart
grid applications. Each component of this dataset must,
however, be mastered in a production IT system, rather
than being held in end-user computing formats such as
Excel spreadsheets. Further recommendations on network
topology data management are included in 5.1.10.4 below.
Ideally, historical as well as current network topology should
be maintained to facilitate post-mortem investigations and
other historical analyses.
The IEC 61968/61970 CIM standards provide a core data
model that can be used for assembling this data as well as
standard methods for interchange between applications.

Actual EHV and HV switch states are maintained in the HV
DMS. These should also be archived to the historian. An
approach to doing this based on the PowerOn Fusion DMS
that is used by most UK DNOs and which was successfully
trialled on LCL is described in Appendix B.2.7.
Report D1 also recommends that LV switch states should be
maintained and liked to the network topology model. Again,
there are advantages in holding historical records of these to
support analyses.

4.1.2 Network-premise connectivity data
The term ‘MPAN’ is often used loosely within DNOs as
a proxy to mean ‘connected premise’. This is not strictly
correct, though for the majority of residential premises the
relationship between premises and MPANs is one-to-one.
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To maintain a precise dataset of network-premise connectivity,
and link this to records that describe the LCTs installed at the
premise, the data model used must distinguish between the
following data entities: the premise itself;

4.1.3 Linkage of LCTs to the network topology

 The service cable that feeds the premise;

Most types of LCT will be installed at customer premises
that are fed by the distribution network. These types include
DG, individual DSR providers and home- or workplace-based
EV chargers. These LCTs can be directly linked to the data
records for those premises.

 The boundary or exit point at which an incoming supply
from the network terminates and connects to metering
equipment in the premise – this is also the location at
which the DNO’s cut-out device(s) are installed;
 The metering point, identified by the MPAN, which represents
the location of metering equipment at the exit point;
 The physical meters, of which there can be more than
one for a single metering point; and
 Any LCTs installed at a premise.
These entities, and the relationships between them, are
shown in the following diagram. Rectangles denote entities,
and the lines between them relationships. Crows-feet indicate
where there may be more than one related item:

Figure 4: Network-premise connectivity
data model

Service
Point

Exit
Point

Metering Point
(MPAN)

Premise

Each LCT will need to be appropriately linked to the network
topology model.

Public EV charging posts are not associated with any specific
customer premise, but have direct network connections
similar to those used for street furniture such as lighting and
road signs. These will require separate exit points exactly as
the existing street furniture does.
Aggregated DSR portfolios, however, differ from the other
LCT types in that they are spread across a number of
separate customer premises. Ideally, the aggregators would
provide the DNO will full details of each individual provider
within each of the contracted portfolios; these individual
providers can then be linked to the corresponding customer
premises. In addition, however, each contracted portfolio
will need to be linked to an appropriate point within the
network topology model.
As the principal use of DSR will be to manage constraints
at primary substations, these combined portfolios
should be linked to appropriate elements of the primary
substation topologies. Depending on the circumstances, the
appropriate linkage point might be
 A specific transformer at the primary substation in question;
 A specific outgoing feeder at the primary; or

LCT

 To the primary substation as a whole.

4.1.4 Distributed generator data
Meter

Several exit points may be connected to an incoming
service cable, for example in the basement of a block of
flats. Large premises, such as I&C premises or hospital,
may have more than one physical connection to the
network. Each exit point can also have more than one
MPAN associated, as secondary MPANs are often assigned
for properties with generation that can export power. More
than one physical meter can be installed at a metering
point, especially at larger premises.

4.1.4.1 G59 generation
G59 generation master data will be required for a number of
purposes in both future scenarios, including planning ANM
schemes and identifying where candidate DSR providers are
located.
Report A8 has identified that DG types, sizes, locations,
generation/export profiles and availability will be needed
for modelling the contribution of DG to security of supply:
4.1.4.2 G83 generation
G83 master data will be of increasing importance as the
number of PV installations increases during and beyond
RIIO-ED1, including for identifying secondary substations or
LV feeders that may be at risk of high voltage excursions.
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4.1.5 DSR data
4.1.5.1 DSR locations and availability
Report A5 has highlighted that information on all DSR
resources connected to the network will need to be
shared between the TSO and the affected DNOs and
Suppliers. This will need to include the nature of the DSR
and the curtailments offered, the agreed circumstances
and frequencies with which it may be called, and
information on which other parties are likely to call on it
and in what circumstances.
4.1.5.2 DSR monitoring data
Minutely monitoring data of actual curtailments during DSR
events will be needed for DSR settlements. The settlement
process is envisaged to operate monthly, so this data is not
needed in real time but only after the event.
This data should be transmitted to UKPN from the
contracted parties via automated interfaces.
This data will need to be transmitted to the DSR settlements
system and could also be stored in the Historian so it
is easily available for later use in analyses, models and
forecasting.

4.1.6 EV CP and HP data
Report B2 has recommended the introduction of mandatory
notification of DNOs of all EV CP and HP installations. This
will require DNOs to hold registers of these installations with
data on their capacities and, wherever possible, anticipated
use patterns.

4.2 Linkage of network measurements to
the network topology
Traditionally, DNOs have stored historical measurement
values such as half-hourly primary substation and feeder
analogues in a SCADA historian but without any data records
that explicitly link each of these time series to specific
network assets within the network topology model.
The increasing use of sophisticated network modelling tools
combined with the need to study periodic powerflows will
require each measurement point to be explicitly linked to
the corresponding location in the network topology model,
so that the modelling software can automatically obtain
and extract the appropriate values to allow historical load
scenarios to be reviewed.
A standard method for providing this linkage is
recommended by the IEC 61970-301 Common Information

Model (CIM). In the CIM model, network topology is
represented as a collection of items of Conducting
Equipment. Each of these is allocated one or more Terminals
to which other items can be connected. For example a cable
will have a Terminal at either end, whilst a three-winding
transformer will have a Terminal for its HV side and two
more for the tails of each of its LV windings. Locations of
measurements are then represented by Measurement
Points that each have a direct association to a Terminal.
Taking the common example of a primary substation which
has VIPQ SCADA measurements obtained at its transformer
tails and individual current measurements on each of its
outgoing feeders, the CIM Measurement Points for these
analogues could be attached as follows:

Table 8: Suggested measurement point to
network topology linkages
Measurement Points

Attached to

V, I, P and Q measurements
at transformer tails

Terminal of LV transformer
winding

I measurements for
outgoing feeder

Appropriate terminal of
feeder circuit breaker

An equivalent approach can be followed for measurements
taken at other locations such as secondary substations or LV
link boxes.
Measurements such as air temperatures cannot be
associated quite as directly with the network assets as
those such as power measurements which are collected
directly to conducting equipment on the network. These,
therefore, probably have to be associated somewhat
arbitrarily to entities such as substation sites.
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4.3 Load profile and forecasting data
4.3.1 Element Energy model
The following input data is needed for the Element Energy model to forecast load growth:

Table 9: Element Energy model input requirements

Inputs

Input granularity

Supplier of inputs

Frequency of update

Variation of inputs
across scenarios

Projected housing load growth
Number of houses and
flats as starting point

By local authority

Department of
Communities and Local
Government

Annual

No

Historical housing growth
(17 year average)

Annual growth
by licence area

Office for National
Statistics

Annual

No

Peak demand day profile
by housing type

Half hourly profiles

Profile repository or
historian

Annual

No

Projected energy
efficiency by
housing type

% efficiency
by demand type

DEFRA’s Market
Transformation
Programme

Annual

No

Projected I&C load growth
Floor space by I&C
customer type

Number

Valuation Office Agency

Annual

No

Regional growth in
Gross Value Added
(13 year average)

Annual growth
by licence area

Office for National
Statistics

Annual

No

Peak demand day profile
by industry type

Half hourly profiles

UK Power Network’s
Income Management
system

Annual

No

Projected energy
efficiency by
industry type

% efficiency by I&C type

Energy Saving Trust

Annual

No

Projected LCT load growth
Current units of PV,
HP and EV

Number

DECC and UK Power
Networks

Annual

Yes

Peak demand day profiles
by LCT type

Number

Element Energy

Annual

Yes

Uptake of PV, HP and EV

Number

DECC and UK Power
Networks

Annual

Yes
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4.3.2 DSR planning
Load profile data is required that demonstrates the
characteristics of substation load profiles for Summer and
Winter (both seasons need to be assessed due to variations
in capacity between the two seasons). This data is typically
available for all primary substations on a half hourly basis
and needed in order to assess the degree of energy at risk
and the corresponding quantity and availability windows
required for a successful DSR programme.

 Where a Last Gasp alert has been reported, the meter will
also report a First Breath alert when its power supply is
subsequently restored; and
 A meter can be polled at any time to determine whether
or not its supply is currently de-energised. The industry
architecture specifies an end-to-end response time to the
DNO of 30 seconds for such polls.
Recommended approaches for using these facilities are
discussed in 3.2.4.1 above.

4.4 Smart Meter data

4.4.4 Voltage data

4.4.1 Consumption and export data

See 3.2.4.2 above.

Each SMETS2-compliant smart meter will record half-hourly
active and passive consumption data for imported energy
and, where applicable, exported generation.

4.5 Monitoring and profile data for LCTs

This data constitutes Personal Data under the Data Protection
Acts. As a result, DNOs will only be allowed to hold
unaggregated SM consumption data temporarily, in a special
datastore with higher security levels, while using this data to
calculate aggregations. When data from more than a given
number of premises has been summated together, the
resulting totals lose this privacy classification and can then
be handled normally. The threshold number of premises for
this to occur is still being debated within the industry, but the
figure of ten premises is the current proposal.

4.4.2 Maximum Demand data
Each meter will report values for two maximum
demand registers:
 An overall register will record the maximum demand
recorded, and the time of its occurrence, during one single
half-hour period since its last reset; and

DNOs will need to hold realistic sets of demand and
generation profiles for LCTs such as PV, CHP, EVs, HPs and
various other DG types.
These may be collected via a range of methods, such as by
using portable monitoring devices or installing small RTUs at
sample sites.
Active and reactive export data from smart meters at
domestic/SME premises fitted with LCTs could also provide
information on the next exports from these premises.

4.6 EV driver and journey characteristics
Report B2 has identified that EV load forecasting ideally
needs data on driver/journey characteristics. This would
need to be held in a security repository as it is clearly
personal data of a potentially sensitive nature and could be
of considerable value to criminals.

 A time-limited register will record the maximum demand
that occurred, and the time of its occurrence, within a
configurable time period of each day, since its last reset.
The latter is likely to be of more use to DNOs than the
former as some premises will have peak demands at times
when the overall loading on the network is relatively low.

4.4.3 Outage data
Each meter includes the following facilities for reporting/
monitoring power supply outages:
 The meter’s comms hub reports power outages to its
Communication Service Provider (CSP), who then issue
another query to the comms hub after 3 minutes. If the
power is still off the CSP then raises a Last Gasp alert
which is passed to the Supplier and DNO;

DNOs will need to
hold unaggregated SM
consumption data in a
special datastore with
higher security levels.
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5
Consolidated Future
Scenarios
5.1 Scenario A
5.1.1 Summary of overall DNO changes
The diagram on the following page summarises the
new and modified DNO system requirements that will
be needed to support Scenario A. This shows the main
operational and planning/forecasting systems used, but
omits a number of systems and existing interface flows in
areas such as work management and billing where these
are not directly impacted by the changes identified by LCL
and in this report. Business Intelligence facilities are also
omitted, though these will certainly need changing to
meet new reporting requirements.
Boxes with square corners represent systems or facilities:
new in red, existing ones in grey, and those requiring
significant enhancements in orange.

Lines represent interfaces between systems, using the same
colour conventions and with solid line indicating message
transmissions, dotted lines representing data extraction
from remote datastores, and dot-dash lines indicating
manual transfer of data typically using files.
Boxes with rounded corners depict a few of the key
datasets – new in purple and existing in blue.
The DNO’s GIS and Enterprise Asset Management (EAM)
system are also included on the diagram as key portions of
the crucial network topology and asset nameplate data are
mastered in these. Field force solutions, already integrated to
EAM, are also impacted by the smart grid scenarios as they will
have needs, for example, to trigger smart meter requests.
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Figure 5: Principal DNO systems architecture changes for Scenario A
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5.1.2 Real-time monitoring and control facilities
The DMS and OMS, with their integrated SCADA shown
at the centre right, will remain at the heart of the DNO’s
network operations. The DMS will be enhanced to support
new smart grid techniques such as DSR portfolios. All of
these will need appropriate representation on its control
diagram. A real-time powerflow modelling capability is also
likely to be added to the DMS platform.
Secondary SCADA will be mainly for monitoring in this
scenario so will not yet be as business critical as the existing
DMS and OMS, though some LV automation is likely to be
taking place. Deploying a separate Secondary SCADA system
de-risks the process of adding increased LV SCADA and
monitoring without requiring this additional data to be fed
through the business-critical HV DMS. Technologies are now
available in the marketplace that can function as a SCADA
host for RTUs at secondary substations and feed the historical
data collected directly into the historian, while also using
protocols such as DNP3.0 to emulate an RTU. This ‘virtual RTU’
can then be configured to expose just those data points of
direct interest to the control engineers, and interfaced to the
primary SCADA system as if it were a large RTU. This way, the
DMS only receives the data it actually needs.
Data collected from portable monitoring devices will
be loaded directly into the historian, probably manually
although GPRS-capable devices could also be integrated
with secondary SCADA. Some utilities to help the users
easily map the data points collected from each location to
the network topology model will also be desirable.
A real-time powerflow modelling facility at HV and above,
running within the DMS platform, will be needed to support
control engineers’ decision making around DSR.
The most prominent controllable distributed energy resource
that will be present in this scenario is DSR (in practice,
this is most likely to be met by available diesel standby
generators). The operation of the recommended DSR
systems is as described in section 3.5.1.3.3.
The OMS will need enhancements to make full benefit of
the facilities provided by the smart meters: last-gasp and
first-breath alerts, and energisation state checks. Outage
and voltage alerts will ultimately be transmitted to here
as OMS is the system ultimately responsible for tracking
and supporting the resolution of these conditions, and the
system of record for outage data. As described in 3.2.4.1
and 3.2.4.2, however, a buffering mechanism is likely to
be needed to ensure that when large numbers of these
alerts are received in a short time, e.g. during storms or
major substation outages, they are fed through to the OMS
in a controlled but optimised manner. A CEP engine could
advantageously be included as the first receiver of these
alerts to perform this throttling function. This would also

provide a platform on which more sophisticated automated
processing could be incorporated later, for example easier
detection of nested outages during storms based on
meters from which first-breath alerts are not received when
expected and/or around smarter handling of voltage alerts.
Smart meter alerts will also need to be made available to
the CRM system so they are available to call agents when
speaking to the customers. It is likely to be simpler and
cleaner, however, to master these in the OMS in a manner
directly analogous to how fault calls are recorded today,
with the CRM system able to query them via a real-time
interface when required. This approach avoids the need to
replicate a potentially significant quantity of data in the CRM
system, and maintains the OMS’ key role as the system of
record for outage data.
An ICCP link between the DMS and the TSO’s control system
is also likely to be needed to facilitate optimal operation of
the higher voltages.

5.1.3 Measurement data repositories
Immediately to the left of the DMS are the key
measurement data repositories. The historian used for longterm SM reading storage will have a significantly different
pattern of usage to that of a SCADA historian. Whereas the
latter typically holds uninterrupted sequences of reading
values for each source point (other than during periods
affected by SCADA issues), data series from smart meters
will generally only have values collected occasionally and
for limited periods of time. For example a few weeks’
voltage log data may be collected from some affected SMs
while dealing with a specific voltage issue, but once it has
been resolved this data will no longer be collected.
In addition to the actual times-series historian, additional
central repositories for historical profiles, aggregated from
SM consumption data, will be required. These are shown as
separate items as there are crucial differences in the data
models and storage technologies that are appropriate to
these three data types. Historical and forecast profiles are
much lower in volume than actual historical values, and the
latter always have exact timestamps and source locations
whereas the former may have neither.

5.1.4 Smart meter facilities
The NDAG gateway shown on the left will be the DNO’s
interface mechanism to the DCC for all domestic smart
meter data access, dealing with the security and encryption
aspects of the communications. It accepts commands
from other systems within the DNO’s IT/OT landscape and
transmits data received to the applications that have been
configured to receive this, ensuring that all of the security
protocols needed for these communications are followed.
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The SM Voltage alert configurer near the top centre will
determine and transmit individual voltage recording and
alert configuration settings to SMs, as described in 3.2.4.2.
Notifications of new SM installations will be transmitted
to it by the Inventory module of the NDAG gateway. The
voltage alert configure then runs periodically, perhaps daily
or weekly, and updates the voltage configurations of meters
based using the network topology model based on their
locations within it.
Interfaces will be needed from various systems to the NDAG
gateway for submitting smart meter data requests. These
will include requests
 From the CRM system, and possibly also IVR, to allow SMs’
energisation states to be checked when the customer
calls to report an outage;

All of the above data, plus the invoices for curtailments
provided, must also be transmitted to the DSR Settlements
system. This will allow users to review the invoices and
either approve the corresponding payments or contact the
DSR aggregator/owner if anything is disputed.

5.1.6 Network forecasting facilities
Preparation of network forecasts will continue to be a
largely manual process as a number of variables have to be
considered. The Profile Repository will allow historical profiles
to be easily extracted as a starting point for forecasting, and
the Forecast Repository will allow the results to be stored
centrally so they can easily be located subsequently.

5.1.7 Network planning facilities

 Call agents may also need to request ad-hoc reads for
some types of call;

Planning tools currently in use today will continue to support
many parts of the planning process. The key changes to the
systems requirements for this area will be around

 From OMS to enable voltage log retrievals to be requested
from appropriate groups of SMs while investigating
voltage excursions; and

1. Better integration with the various data repositories so
that network topology data, load profiles and other data
required for modelling studies can easily be extracted at
the push of a button;

 Field staff may need to submit requests while performing
work at customer premises.
A Profile Aggregator system, left middle, will be needed
for calculating profiles from SM consumption data. It would
allow users to configure the profile sets to be calculated
and the dates for the reading data to be used for this. It
would then submit the necessary data requests to the
NDAG gateway and collate the responses, storing the raw
data in a secure datastore. Having obtained the data, it will
then calculate the requested profile values by averaging
or aggregating the appropriate raw values and transmit
the resulting profiles to the Profile Repository. This could
alternatively be provided as a central, cross-industry facility,
for example by Electralink.

5.1.5 DSR management facilities
A DSR gateway will be needed to coordinate messages sent
to or from DSR aggregators/owners.
The latter may submit messages to advise of planned
temporary unavailability of their facilities. These must be
sent to the DMS so it can maintain the correct availability
status for each resource.
Each resource will have a symbol on the control diagram via
which the control engineer may make calls on the DSR. These
will be transmitted via the gateway to its aggregator/owner.
After each event, the aggregator/owner will be required
to provide a set of actual curtailment values during the
event period.

2. Increased use of analytics as a way of meeting highvolume/low-impact requests to increase the productivity
of engineering staff; and
3. More sophisticated planning software including:
—— Unbalanced power flow modelling for both radial and
interconnected LV networks;
—— The ability to model the effects of transferring load
between LV circuits, whether radial or interconnected;
—— Load allocation of measured SCADA loads collected at
substation level across the exit points consuming the
loads, based on profiles derived from smart meter data;
—— Reconciliation of load profiles estimated bottom-upwards
from smart meter data with those obtained using SCADA;
—— LV planning tools that support harmonic analysis (HA);
—— The Load Forecast Macro tool;
—— The Engineering Technical Recommendation 131
algorithm; and
—— Other facilities either incorporated into conventional planning
tools or managed separately, e.g. as spreadsheet models.
It will be a requirement of any planning tool to be able to do the
simplest studies very fast. Its capabilities for more sophisticated
studies must not come at the cost of either slowing it down or
relying on unachievable levels of data quality.
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5.1.8 Analytics
Analytics facilities allow multiple, disparate data sources to be combined intelligently and readily visualised, often using
geographical or other graphical forms of presentation, so that key patterns or trends can be identified or causes identified. The
need for analytics will steadily increase during the smart grid era. This platform will need easy access to much of the data held
by the DNO, in particular the network topology and LCT master data, historical measurement values and profile repository.

5.1.9 Overall data requirements
The most important new data requirements for this scenario are summarised in the following table:

Table 10: New data requirements for Scenario A

Dataset

Contents

Comments

LCT master data

Static data about LCTs connected to
the network, including linkages to the
premises that contain them.

LCT state data

Real-time LCT state data collected
by SCADA monitoring.

Historical switch states

Historical switching states.

Needed for accurate historical modelling and
to enable reviews of earlier decision making.

SM alerts

Last-gasp, first-breath and voltage alerts
reported by smart meters.

As noted, these should probably reside
in the OMS, though they could be
copied into the main historian too.

Historical SM readings

Smart meter readings
collected by the DNO.

Consumption and voltage readings need
to be treated differently. The former are
aggregated to form profiles, but the latter,
when collected, can be stored in the historian.

Historical profiles

Generated from SM data

Forecast profiles

Created manually, though usually
based on existing historical profiles.

DSR performance data

Minutely readings collected
during call-off events.

This scenario assumes owners will need
to notify DNOs of EVs, HPs and PVs.
High quality data will be needed for LCTs
that can be controlled by the DNO.

Important input to DSR Settlements
for determining payments.
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In addition to the above, the following datasets play important roles and are likely to need improvements over today’s levels of
quality and/or data integration:

Table 11: Key data needing improvements for Scenario A
Dataset

Contents

Comments

Network topology

Network components and the lines
that connect them, including sufficient
nameplate data to identify their electrical
and thermal characteristics

A fully integrated network topology model at
all voltages is needed by a number of new
systems as shown in Figure 5 above. The data
integration and quality issues involved with
providing this will not be insignificant – see 4.1,
5.1.10.4 and Appendix B.3.1.

Network-premise
connectivity

Where each customer premise is linked
to the distribution network.

The quality of this data becomes increasingly
important if smart meter data is to be used
for bottom-up substation load profile
calculations, and for optimising SM
voltage alert generation.

Outage data

Data relating to customer outages.

Will need expanding to embrace smart meter
alerts and the results of energisation checks.

5.1.10 Supporting IT/OT/data requirements
Taking the tools and system requirements for this scenario as a whole, the following additional areas can be seen to warrant
further consideration when implementing the above solutions.
5.1.10.1 Control philosophy
The basic network control philosophy remains centralised rather than more distributed. The only kind of local control schemes
recommended by LCL are ANM schemes using specific types of LCTs to help manage specific, localised network constraints.
This may need to be revisited, however, if modern power electronic devices, such as the soft open points currently being
trialled by the FUN-LV project, are deployed to the network.
5.1.10.2 “Big Data”
The term “big data” is commonly heard today to describe IT architectures that collect and manage large volumes of data. The
advent of the national SM rollout has led to this phrase being used to describe the data that will available from these meters.
In its true meaning, however, big data also means data that is largely unstructured, as well as high in volume. A classic
example would be data collected by large (not necessarily energy-related) retail businesses from social media platforms which
is then analysed to try and identify what additional goods and services can be sold to these customers.
The high-volume data that DNOs will collect, however, is traditionally structured. Whether it comes from smart meters or
SCADA, the highest volume data is of measurements collected at specific locations on the network at specific times in the past.
This data links naturally to the network topology model and thus can in no way be described as unstructured.
None of the LCL findings suggest there is any need for DNOs to collect by any means all of the available smart meter data,
either for consumption/export readings or voltage logs. On the basis of the assumptions made for the volumetrics model in
Appendix A, the volumes of smart meter data are well within the capabilities of today’s time-series historian offerings.
It does not therefore follow that the proprietary big data technologies available nowadays are necessarily relevant to DNOs.
They may in some cases be helpful, but specific technologies should continue to be chosen on the traditional basis of what
meets the business requirements most cost-effectively.
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5.1.10.3 Integration methods
Traditionally, UK DNOs have not been large adopters of
integration middleware such as ESBs. These provide central
facilities for managing interface data flows between
applications, thus avoiding the need for a proliferation of
bespoke point-to-point interfaces.
ESBs come at a cost – they require hardware platforms,
additional software licences, and teams to support
them – and the benefits of the easier development
and maintenance they offer when interfacing between
applications must be weighed against these costs.
Until now, DNOs have had fairly modest IT architectures
with, crucially, fewer messaging (as opposed to batch
transfer) interfaces as compared to other types of business
such as retail companies, and even as compared to DNOs
in other countries who have also been responsible for the
customer metering in their areas.
As described above, several new systems and a number of
new messaging interfaces will be needed to support the
national smart meter rollout and the forthcoming smart grid
applications. Concurrently with this, most DNOs are already
looking to improve their levels of field force automation,
with jobs requests and associated data automatically sent
to mobile devices used by the field force and with progress
information and master data updates automatically sent
back. Taken together, the integration requirements that
arise from these two trends may tip the balance in favour of
using ESBs and other integration middleware.
If the decision is taken to deploy an ESB then strong
consideration should also be given to adopting the IEC
61970/61968/62325 CIM standards as the basic standards for
messaging across the ESB. CIM will not be able to meet all
of a DNO’s interfacing requirements, but the more interfaces
that can be implemented to these standards the easier
it will be to swap individual applications in or out when
required subsequently.
5.1.10.4 Network topology data management
It can readily be seen from Figure 5 that several of the
recommended new systems will require access to network
topology data. DNOs will therefore have to consider how
best to provide an integrated topology model available to
these applications, at higher levels of data integration and
quality than today’s.
In the UK, the master sources of network topology data
have traditionally been a combination of the DMS, for which
a high-quality and detailed model of the higher voltage
levels is an essential base, and the GIS where the actual line

and cable routes, their connectivity outside of substations,
and in some cases the entire LV topology, is held. (Some
DNOs, not yet having fully digitised GIS datasets, master
geoschematic LV representations in planning tools instead,
as is currently the case in London.)
In other parts of the world, most notably the USA, where
the business and operational climate did not warrant the
early deployment of DMSs such as are used in the UK, the
entire topology model has been mastered in the GIS, with
all other systems obtaining copies from this. This has also
led to many proprietary software systems including support
for this way of working, though usually also defining CIM
as the format for transferring this data. The typical UK DMS,
however, cannot support this mode of operation without
requiring significant work to be done to map the typically
bespoke control symbol configurations, via CIM, to whatever
data model has been used for the GIS.
This is a complex subject and it has been beyond the
scope of LCL to investigate it more deeply. There are,
however, alternative approaches to mastering all of the
topology data in the GIS, and DNOs should therefore
carefully consider the available options before making final
decisions on this question.
There may also be advantages in deploying a Master Data
Management solution to monitor the quality of the network
topology data and support improvements by reporting
data issues to the appropriate data stewards and providing
management dashboards.
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5.2 Scenario B

It is also likely that, within the timescales of this scenario,

The diagram on the following page summarises the further
new and modified DNO system requirements that will be
needed to support Scenario B, assuming the Scenario A
architecture is already implemented.

 There will be a greater penetration of automated LV
switchgear devices, operated from the control room and
thereby enabling faster restoration of LV outages; and

The changes for this scenario are also mostly incremental
in nature.
The deployment of ANM schemes will introduce central
ANM controllers into the SCADA environment. These are
assumed to be deployed in the same data centres as used
for the existing DMS/OMS/SCADA infrastructure. These
will be integrated with DMS via the main SCADA platform
and will require additional control diagram symbols and
appropriate alarm configurations.

 The OMS will have evolved to use the fully detailed
LV connectivity model, rather than tracking customer
premises against their secondary transformer and LV
feeder ways only.

ANM controllers are already capable of sending historical
data directly to the central historian system, as successfully
trialled by LCL using its Operational Data Store (ODS).
The EAM solution will need to be enhanced with the
addition of a search facility for ANM new connection
requests.
Additional planning tool facilities such as:
 Curtailment estimates;
 Integrating commercial parameters;
 Time- or threshold-triggered interventions;
 Stochastic model; and
 Harmonic analyses
will be needed.
Further analytics capabilities are likely to be needed
as the DNOs experience of managing the smart grid
matures. This increased understanding is also likely to drive
further improvements to outage and smart meter data
management, including facilities such as improved alarm
filtering within CEP, DMS and/or OMS.
If an industry auction platform for DSR call-off is
implemented, this will need an agent component on the
DNO’s IT estate and appropriate external interfaces to a
central trading platform. The DSR gateway is likely to be the
most appropriate component to build these out from.
Changes to the DUoS billing system are also likely to be
needed to support a newer method of billing for smart
meter customers whose suppliers have enrolled them onto
ToU tariffs – see 3.6.2 above.

The deployment of
ANM schemes will
introduce central ANM
controllers into the
SCADA environment.
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Figure 6: Principal DNO systems architecture changes for Scenario B
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6
Overall Recommendations
and Learning Points
The overall pattern that emerges from considering the
DNO’s tools, systems and data requirements for the two
envisaged scenarios is that in many areas the changes
are incremental and evolutionary rather than radical. On
the basis of Moore’s law, that available computing power
roughly doubles every two years, improvements to available
computing technology should easily outstrip most of the
new requirements placed on them by DNOs for managing
smart grids.
There will, however, be increasing needs for
a. Integration between systems, particularly more interfacing
between IT and OT systems; and
b. An integrated network topology model with connectivity
from GSPs down to customer premises that can be shared
between a number of applications.
Scenario B can be seen as a natural progression from
Scenario A in systems terms.

6.1 New system requirements
6.1.1 Smart metering systems
The most significant area in which new IT systems will
be required is for handling the smart meter data that will
become available through the national rollout, where new
systems will be needed
 To interface to the DCC and pass on incoming and
outgoing smart meter data messages;
 To aggregate consumption data from individual premises
into load profiles, either for points higher up the network
or by customer/premise/tariff category;
 To optimise the configuration settings of smart meters in
order to minimise the receipt of redundant voltage alerts
and maximise the availability of voltage log data over
different time bases; and
 To regulate the flow of outage and voltage alerts from
smart meters during major incidents or storms.
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The last of these could be based on a Complex Event
Processing platform, which would potentially have greater
future application as DNOs become more sophisticated in
their handling of events such as voltage excursions.

prioritised for monitoring. Successful trials of LV switchgear
devices may, however, provide a better case for deploying
more, as RTUs installed for the latter will naturally also
provide monitoring.

6.1.2 DSR

6.2.4 Historian and profile repositories

Messaging gateways to DSR aggregators/owners, and a
basic DSR settlement system for validating and authorising
payment of their invoices, will also be needed. These
will need to be engineered to the modest budgets that
the CBA identified for DSR in Report A4 is capable of
accommodating.

All DNOs have some form of SCADA historian which collects
and stores half-hourly readings from SCADA analogue
points located at key locations on the network down to and
including current measurements on outgoing HV feeders
from primary substations. In the forthcoming period, much
more data will need to be collected and similarly stored,
including secondary SCADA measurements and data
collected from LCTs or consumer premises.

6.2 Systems needing modifications
Several of the systems currently used by DNOs will require
enhancements, in some cases significant, to support new
facilities and/or revised business processes in the smart grid era.

6.2.1 DMS
The EHV/HV DMS will steadily need to be enhanced with
specific algorithms, diagram symbols, alarm configuration
etc to support LCTs and other smart grid techniques
deployed at these voltages.
The ability to do near-real-time powerflow and other studies
within the DMS will become increasingly important over time,
for example to support the control engineers in outage scenarios.

6.2.2 OMS
The OMS will need to be interfaced to the NDAG and able
to deal with last-gasp and voltage alerts received from
smart meters. The obvious initial approach is to treat these
similarly to actual fault calls from customers.
OMS will also need to be set up to send energisation state
polls to smart meters, for example
1. When dealing with calls about faults that have not
previously been confirmed (unless the CRM system
always handles these); and

There is a major advantage in holding all of this time-series
data on a single platform. This allows it to be correlated
easily when required and provides a single point of access
to it from modelling and analytics tools.
Many of the data streams held by the historian, for example
smart meter voltage measurements, will only have values
collected and stored occasionally. The system’s design will
need to readily support this.
Historical and forecast load profiles that have been
calculated from other sources will also benefit from being
managed in a central repository. The data models for
each of these profile types are different from one another
and from that for classic time-series data, however, so
depending on the product(s) used these could be either the
same system or separate ones.

6.2.5 CRM
The CRM system, and possibly also IVR, will need to be able
to send state polls to smart meters when dealing with calls
about faults that have not previously been confirmed.
CRM will also need to be able to obtain historical last-gasp,
first-breath and voltage alert data for individual customer
premises from the OMS, just as it currently does for fault call
and outage histories.

2. Following restoration of HV outages, to identify whether
or not all customers have been restored.

6.3 Key design recommendations

6.2.3 SCADA

6.3.1 Data collection strategies

The existing EHV/HV SCADA systems are likely to be
little impacted by the LCL recommendations. Roll-out of
additional secondary substation RTUs will mainly continue
to be led by today’s drive to reduce CIs/CMLs, with modest
numbers of other additional devices needing integration to
support smart grid technologies such as ANM.

Modern RTUs, smart meters, and other types of data
collection equipment are invariably equipped with
significant memory capacity to store collected readings
or measurements for at least several days, and often for
considerably longer depending on the recording frequencies
configured. This enables the data to be collected in due
course after the event, either routinely or in some cases
only when required for a particular investigation.

LCL has not identified a case for deploying more than a
limited number of secondary/LV RTUs at sites specifically
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Where these devices are capable of reporting alarms that
may need acting upon reasonably promptly (e.g. within
minutes), their communications technologies are invariably
capable of initiating inward calls to the central system, e.g.
via GPRS, and the control engineers can always call up
specific devices when required, so there is no need for them
to be provided with always-on communications media.
Below primary substation level, no compelling requirements
for sub-minute latencies in reporting even alarm conditions
have been identified by LCL other than in the specific
context of ANM schemes.
LCL has identified that the cost of real-time monitoring at
secondary substation level and below can only be justified for
the small proportion of sites that appear to be close to reaching
their constraint limits. The real value of these monitoring
devices is in providing historical data to support future load
forecasting and investment and new connection planning.
Small, low-cost RTUs and sensor devices should be included
in DNOs’ RTU strategies as these may be useful for meeting
several types of monitoring requirements.
LCL recommends a planning approach based on profiles
compiled by collecting smart meter data on selected
sampling days and then aggregating this to give load
profiles, both for substations not fitted with monitoring
equipment and across different premise/customer/tariff
types. The former are then used to monitor areas of the
network nearing their capacity limits or which are going
through significant changes in loading or uptake in LCTs.
The latter are fed into load forecasting algorithms used for
investment planning. Both types can be used as appropriate
in new connections planning.
Voltage data recorded by smart meters will be useful when
conducting voltage investigations, but the voltage alerts that
the meters will also provide can act as the triggers for these.
Because the meters buffer readings in memory, this gives
the engineers time to perform some initial investigative steps
before deciding whether to collect the data from around or
shortly before the time of the excursion.
LCL has not identified any compelling evidence that would
justify the significant cost, both in terms of systems
infrastructure and variable DCC access charges, that would
arise from routinely collecting all the available smart meter
data. Our conclusion is therefore that data should only be
collected as and when needed.
The same principle of course applies to detailed power
quality data such as the individual voltage and current
harmonic series that many modern RTUs or devices can now
collect. This can be managed in exactly the same way as
smart meter voltage log data.

6.3.2 Integrated network topology and premise
connectivity data
There is a clear increasing need, as we move into the smart
grid era, for DNOs to maintain a good-quality network
topology model, integrated across all voltage levels from
the grid supply points down to every connected premise.
Historically, but for good reasons at the time, this data has
been mastered across a number of different systems within
the DNO with different datasets typically used for different
purposes, e.g. the DMS/OMS topology model for HV safety
management and outage restoration, the GIS model for
asset management, and other datasets for planning and
modelling. The result has been that, although DNOs mostly
do have topology models at each voltage level, they are not
integrated into a single reference dataset and have differing
levels of quality based on the needs of the different
business processes they historically served.
Moreover, in some cases duplicate models of lesser detail
are often held. For example, planning tool datasets used
primarily for basic powerflow modelling have historically
not needed full details of all switchgear components. More
modern study types such as reliability modelling, however,
need details of all actual switch locations and which of
these switches are telecontrollable.
Achieving this objective will not be straightforward.
It is certainly not simply a case of moving all the data
into a single such as a GIS and then declaring that to be
the master system. A distributed mastering strategy is
actually likely to be more cost-effective: because different
systems require different levels of detail and granularity
for different parts of the model, it is easier to master each
part in the system that needs the most detailed view
of it. But information technologies such as master data
management now exist that could considerably assist DNOs
in achieving an integrated dataset with automated detection
and monitoring of anomalies and feeding these to the
appropriate staff for resolution.

6.3.3 Quality of network-premise connectivity data
A dataset for which it has been particularly challenging to
attain high levels of data quality is the network-premise
connectivity data. Network to premise connectivity for
many premises can only be inferred from geographical
proximity between the premises and the distribution cables.
Though it will only be possible to improve this gradually
over time, I&C premises of profile classes 0 and 5-8 should
be prioritised for cleansing. Though they constitute less than
1% of all premises, they consume a disproportionately high
load and are often located at places where the geographical
inferencing can most easily go wrong.
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Difficulties in matching MPAN addresses to address
reference datasets can cause premises to be assigned the
wrong Ordnance Survey coordinates, leading to incorrect
connectivity being inferred.

that will be required for the smart grid scenarios, especially
around the smart metering applications, taken in addition to
those needed for better field force information, it is possible that
the tipping point may now have, or will soon be, reached.

Where the LV network model used by the inferencing is
not entirely spatially accurate, e.g. where geoschematic
representations of substation internals are used, this can
also cause inferencing errors unless specific rules to prevent
this are incorporated into the software.

Not all application interfaces will be appropriate to
implement using an ESB; it is likely the need for Extract/
Transform/Load (ETL) interfaces and other forms of file
transfer will continue to be needed, and some specialised
interfaces such as GIS map services may still be better
implemented point-to-point.

Phase information for premise connections was historically not
recorded, but this becomes increasingly important for doing
unbalanced LV powerflow studies. Outage alerts received from
smart meters offer one approach by which these could be
captured, especially following single-phase LV outages.

6.3.4 Smart meter data
Though using bottom-up aggregated smart meter readings
to estimate load profiles at LV feeder and substation level
seems straightforward at first sight, several difficulties
emerge which may reduce the usefulness of this approach.
Additional costs may be involved in obtaining data from
SME premises that have opted out of the DCC, and several
factors such as network-premise linkage data errors, some
customers having opted out of smart metering, and the
unavailability of accurate consumption data for unmetered
exit points will all reduce the accuracy of aggregated
profiles. Finally, the requirement to aggregate consumption
data before storage to avoid privacy issues may mean that
extreme-case profiles are harder to obtain for substations
and LV feeders with small numbers of premises.
Constrained maximum demand readings from smart meters
may help somewhat with estimating the overall peak
demands on a circuit, but may require more sophisticated
approaches to estimating peak loadings as different
premises will have their peaks at different times even
within typical daily peak periods.

6.3.5 Historical network topologies and switch states
To support historical powerflow models and smart meter
data aggregations carried out after the event, actual switch
states at all voltage levels should be archived to a historian. A
prototype method for doing this using the PowerOn Fusion was
successfully trialled by LCL and is described in Appendix B.2.7.
Though harder to achieve, it would be ideal to maintain
a historical record of all network topology changes, so
the exact actual topologies can also be used in historical
modelling studies and investigations.

6.3.6 Integration technologies
DNOs should assess whether or not the benefits of adopting
ESBs for transactional interfacing between applications now
outweigh the costs. With the additional transactional interfacing

6.3.7 Adoption of standards
Future IT and OT solution or component designs should
conform to the SGAM and IEC TC57 reference architectures,
and the standards that underpin these, wherever practicable.
A near-term need for standardisation can be seen in
the interfaces that will be needed between the TSO,
suppliers, DNOs, aggregators and DSR owners. Industrywide agreement on the message formats to be used for
this could deliver a significant reduction in the system
development costs of all these parties.
DNOs should commence embracing the IEC
61970/61968/62325 CIM standards using a pragmatic
approach, such as by adopting the relevant parts for new
interfaces when this can be cost-effectively done.

6.4 Other learning points
Future research and development projects such as this one
should ensure that the implementation of supporting IT
systems and other tools is not allowed to proceed until the
business and engineering design of the project’s work plan
has been completed. See Appendix B.3.1.6.2.

6.5 Further study required
 Further work on establishing a cost-effective method of
implementing an auction platform for DSR call-off by the
DNOs, TSO and suppliers is needed;
 Further consideration is needed as to whether, and if so
how, smart meter energisation checks could be integrated
into IVR dialogues for fault callers handled by this method
when the caller’s premise has been successfully identified
but no outage incident has yet been predicted or
confirmed by the OMS; and
 A better technical method of interfacing ANM controllers
to RTUs, so that the former can readily receive SCADA
indications from the latter without requiring special firmware
modifications to the latter, still needs to be identified. Ideally
this should be based on standard protocols that form part of
the IEC TC57 reference architecture.
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The table below contains an approximate volumetrics model, based on the approach recommended in Report D2 and this report.
This model focusses on the most voluminous items that must be managed by the IT/OT landscape, such as smart meter readings
and alerts and historical SCADA data, so does not cover the individual LCT types which are generally significantly lower in volume.
All volumes of data items or alerts are per-annum totals. Secondary SCADA monitoring figures are the totals for all monitored
substations, based on the assumed percentages of the total to be monitored. This percentage is based on monitoring a proportion
of secondary substations roughly equivalent to the size of the three LCL EIZs; for London, the resulting number of historical data
points is of similar order to the number of primary measurement points currently collected from all the higher voltage substations
(currently just under 10,000 data points).
To allow its applicability to be extended beyond the wholly urban London area, comparative figures have also been included for
the Eastern Power Network region.
Purple cells denote input parameters, the remaining values are then calculated from these.
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Table 12: Approximate volumetrics model for Scenario A
Item

London

Eastern

Factor Comments

2,300,000

3,600,000

Number of domestic premises with DG

108,000

169,043

Scenario 1 forecast

Number of GM secondary substations

18,000

35,000

Actual London/Eastern numbers

Number of PM secondary substations

0

36,000

Actual London/Eastern numbers

Average LV feeders per GM substation

4.8

3.6

86,400

141,000

2.4

1.8

0

36,000

259,200

486,000

Domestic MPANs per feeder (ave)

26.6

22.2

Domestic MPANs per phase (ave)

8.9

7.4

GM substations to be monitored

180

350

1%

Based on extent comparable to EIZ
sizes

PM substations to be monitored

0

360

1%

Based on extent comparable to EIZ
sizes

Basic network volumetrics
Number of domestic customers

Number of LV feeders
Average ends per LV feeder
Number of underground LV feeder ends
Number of LV feeder phases

Actual London/Eastern numbers

London number from EIZs

London calculated from EIZs

Was 49.2 for EIZ feeders

Secondary substation monitoring volumes

Outage volumes

See note 1 below
Including storm contribution in Eastern
figures

CIs (per 100 customers)

36

85

Transient interruptions (per 100 customers)

28

28

Reinterruptions (per 100 customers)

2

5

1,100

5,700

Actual London/Eastern numbers

1900

Factor is divisor of HV incidents
Notional value used as this normally
only happens on rural OHLs, so 0 for
London

Number of EHV/HV incidents per annum

HV incidents not reported by SCADA

0

3
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Item

London

Eastern

Factor Comments

LV network incidents per annum inc planned

9800

22000

Actual London/Eastern numbers

Single premise incidents per annum

3700

10500

Actual London/Eastern numbers

Calls from non-DNO incidents per annum

3500

5000

Ie calls where the premise is not
actually off supply

Calls from LV incidents before confirmed,
per annum

19600

44000

2

Factor is average calls received before
incident is confirmed

Calls from non-SCADA HV incidents before
confirmed, per annum

0

9500

5

Factor is average calls received before
incident is confirmed

Total non-confirmed incident calls per annum

26800

69000

Average LV feeders affected by
EHV/HV incidents pa

15,400

79,800

14

Factor is average number of feeders
affected per incident: estimate from
London IIS data

Average LV feeder ends affected by
EHV/HV incidents pa

36,960

143,640

Non-transient interruptions seen by SMs

828,000

3,060,000

Transient interuptions seen by SMs

644,000

1,008,000

Reinterruptions seen by SMs

46,000

180,000

Last gasp messages per annum

874,000

3,240,000

1,472,000

4,068,000

See note 2 below

Smart meter outage data volumes

First breath messages per annum

FBs will be received for both transient
and non-transient interruptions
Assumes checks made

Energisation state checks per annum

63,760

212,640

(i) for new fault call not matching
a known incidents
(ii) to all LV feeder end meters after
restoration of an EHV/HV fault

Smart meter data collected for profiling
Number of customer/premise/tariff types

300

300

Will need to allow for different
supplier tariffs

Sample size for each
customer/premise/tariff type

50

50

This is an assumption
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Item
Smart meters sampled for type profiles

London

Eastern

15000

15000

Factor Comments

Assumes same number of substations
as for LV SCADA monitoring (but need
not be exactly the same group of
substations)

Premises on substations to be monitored

23000

36000

Sampled premises with DG

1080

1690

Consumption readings per HH
(sampled premises)

48,160

75,381

Consumption readings per day
(sampled premises)

2,311,680

3,618,282

46,000

72,000

2

Two types of MD register in meters

151,967,833

6

Factor is number of days profiled
per annum on average

MD readings per day

Consumption values collected pa for profiling 97,090,560

Includes reactive energy as well as
active
Ditto

1,932,000

3,024,000

Currently assumes all MD registers
collected for same sample days

Connection applications referred for analysis

2600

3000

Based on London where >140kVA
implies referral

Average generation sites per LV feeder

1.25

1.04

See note 3 below

Consumption values collected per application

11181

7791

Assumes only active import/export
collected

29,069,444

23,373,913

MD values collected pa for profiling
Smart meter data collected for planning

Consumption values collected per annum
Smart meter voltage alerts/log data collected

See note 4 below

Meters configured for voltage alerts
and 1m voltage logs

1,036,800

1,944,000

4

Factor is average number per feeder
phase: max 6, but some feeders have
fewer in total

Meters configured for HH voltage logs

1,036,800

1,944,000

4

Ditto

Meters configured for 10m voltage logs

226,400

-288,000

Default configuration for remainder
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Item

London

Eastern

41,472

77,760

16%

1,658,880

3,110,400

40

Factor is average number of
excursions pa per affected feeder,
ditto

Average feeders with
non-DMS-correlated excursions pa

20,736

38,880

50%

Correlated means where excursion
can be traced back abnormal HV
running or other HV issues

Average feeder phase log
connections per annum

82,944

155,520

2

Factor is maximum collections made
per feeder phase per annum

4

Factor is average number of meters
configured to alert per feeder phase:
max 6, but some feeders have fewer
in total

Average feeder phases affected
by voltage alerts
Average feeder voltage excursions per
annum

Number of voltage alerts per annum

Voltage log values collected

6,635,520

12,441,600

Factor Comments

716,636,160 1,343,692,800 4320

Customer phase allocation from
single-phase LV faults
Single-phase LV faults per annum

Factor is percentage affected pa, from
LCL trial

Factor is size of voltage log buffer
within meters. Assumes 1m and HH
logs collected for feeders reporting
alerts, only collected if alerts not
correlated to DMS
See note 5 below

3000

4500

Customers phases identified
by above per annum

26620

33333

% of total

1.2%

0.9%
Based on numbers of monitored
substations given above

Secondary/LV SCADA volumes
Measurements per way per phase

3

I,ɸ,ITHD

Other measurements per phase

2

V, VTHD

Other measurements per transformer

1

°C

Measurement points per GM substation

50

39

Measurement points per PM substation

16

16

Measurements points for GM substations

9036

13790

Measurements points for PM substations

0

5760
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Item

London

Eastern

9036

19550

HH measurement values pa for GM
substations

158,310,720

241,600,800

HH measurement values pa for PM
substations

0

100,915,200

158,310,720

342,516,000

Total new measurement points

Total HH measurement values pa

Factor Comments

Notes:
1. The handling of incoming fault calls depends on whether a predicted or confirmed cause of the outage has already been
identified. This may be via a SCADA alarm for many HV outages; in other cases the OMS makes bottom-up predictions of the
outage extent based on call grouping. The state at which a call is received determines whether or not there is any benefit in
polling the smart meter’s energisation state.
2. After an EHV/HV outage has been restored, the model assumes that the smart meters nearest to all affected LV feeder ends
are polled to confirm they are now back on supply.
3. The model assumes that export as well as import readings are collected from smart meters where there is embedded
generation.
4. The model assumes that voltage log data for investigation is retrieve at most twice per LV feeder phase per year, and is
never collected in cases where the voltage alerts can be related to an obvious cause at higher voltages, e.g. a failed primary
tap changer or a TSO-requested voltage reduction.
5. This calculates how many premise connection phases could be inferred following single-phase LV outages based on the lastgasp alerts received.

Appendix B
This section presents a high-level overview of the tools that LCL used to collect, store and process trial data, and discusses the
appropriateness/applicability of these for the future scenarios.
Figure 7 overleaf shows the logical architecture of the principal tools and IT systems that were used to support and enable the
LCL trials. Existing tools and systems are shown with black borders, new ones with red.

Figure 7: Logical Architecture (Overleaf)
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B.1 Key design principles
The LCL tools and systems architecture was influenced
by a number of factors that derived from the design and
objectives of the programme and/or were applicable during
their period of implementation. In particular:
 There was a deliberate LCL policy of collecting as much
measurement data as was practicable within the
programme’s constraints. State estimation techniques
were then used to identify the data items that it would be
most important to collect in future BAU scenarios, which
have been fed into Report C4 on Network State Estimation
and Optimal Sensor Placement;
 UKPN had recently been de-merged from EDF Energy
when the programme commenced and the majority of
its IT resources were therefore occupied with the resulting
separation work. It was therefore essential that the impacts
of the LCL developments on the BAU business operations
and IT facilities were kept to an absolute minimum;
 The ODS – see B.2.1 below – was implemented as a
separate new system in order to provide a clean platform
for the main trials dataset;
 Maintaining the privacy and security of smart meter
data in accordance with the Data Protection Acts and
the suppliers’ commercial confidentiality was imperative,
as the use of smart meter data then pre-dated the UK
industry architecture for this;
 The IT architecture, in particular the interfacing between
solution components, was generally kept as basic and
low-cost as possible because some components were
clearly trials-specific and it was not then known which
other solution elements would have value as enduring
BAU components. For example no use was made of an
ESB or any other integration middleware. Connections
between different participants’ systems were generally
implemented as Secure FTP links;
 The main exceptions to the above were components like
the ANM controllers which had of necessity to be directly
integrated with UKPN’s PowerOn Fusion DMS and its
supporting SCADA components. These clearly had to be
integrated to the same levels of security and reliability as
those of the existing control system infrastructure;

 The data volumes used on LCL were considerably smaller
than those of a full DNO region, as systems were only
populated with detailed network topology data, and
only collected measurement data, for the main LCL trial
zones. Converting London network topology data for use
in different systems involved an extract process very
sensitive to small errors in its parameter files. As the data
is currently sourced from ageing legacy systems the cost
of additional automation and error-tolerance could not be
justified. These trial zones initially comprised the three
EIZs derived by extending three of the Greater London
Authority (GLA)’s Low Carbon Zones to cover the extents
of entire HV feeders with all of the LV networks they
supply (see B.3.1.4 below);
 Only very basic user interfaces were provided for systems
such as the ODS as it was known that the bulk of the data
analysis would be done externally by IC; and
 Few BAU-style business processes were applied on LCL,
and some tools had no operational user interfaces.

B.2 Principal solution components
B.2.1 Operational Data Store
An ODS is a platform which combines asset master data –
network topology data and characteristics, supplemented
with LCT master data, in an electricity distribution setting
– with historical measurement data collected from whatever
sources are available. The purpose of an ODS is to make
this data easily available to users for subsequent analysis
and short- or longer-term planning, thus acting as a
data layer for these facilities. In the LCL context, the
measurement data included SCADA data, smart meter
readings, HH MPAN advances, historical switch states,
and other measurements collected by the components
monitoring and controlling the LCTs. In a wider BAU context
this could be extended to include readings taken at GSPs
and forwarded to the DNO by National Grid, other meter
readings and so forth.
The bulk of the data analysis was actually carried out by ICL, so
a set of secure data transfer interfaces were provided to enable
them to easily extract the data required for each study.
The ODS is based around the proven data historian
architecture, realised using an instance of OSISoft PI. For
LCL it did not attempt to be a near-real-time data store
as it was known that most if not all data analyses would
be conducted some time after the event. Most data was
delivered to the ODS via interfaces that ran as daily batch
transfers, so its data was generally up to one day behind,
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though a near-real-time PI-PI interface was established to
replicate the relevant SCADA and other data from UKPN’s
main PI historian.
A higher level of security was incorporated into the ODS to
protect the smart meter triallists’ data, which is classified as
personal data under the terms of the Data Protection Acts.
The ODS fulfilled its main objective of making the data
gathered during the LCL trials available in a single location
to facilitate data access for analysis. The actual LCL
implementation, however, is unlikely to be appropriate as a
component of a future BAU architecture, because a number
of compromises were made to minimise its implementation
costs. For example,
 A separate instance of OSISoft PI was incorporated into
ODS, with SCADA history data replicated from the main
UKPN PI instance via an interface – in BAU one would
obviously want to build out from the existing PI instance
as described below; and
 No graphical displays based on network topology data
were included. PI analysis and visualisation tools were
included in the ODS but, for the most part, data users
extracted data into their own tools and systems and then
analysed it there.
In fact, a more appropriate platform for a BAU ODS for
UKPN was developed in parallel with LCL by the Distribution
Network Visibility (DNV) Low Carbon Network Fund Tier 1
project. This built on UKPN’s main PI historian and expanded
it by
 Populating network asset data into its Asset Framework
(PI AF) module;
 Increasing the number of measurements collected from
secondary substation RTUs within London; and
 Providing a better user interface to allow engineers to
view and analyse the data more easily.
A further facility that a DNO ODS would ideally have is the
ability to store forecast data generated by engineers so this
can be retrieved easily for use in planning models.
B.2.1.1 ODS network topology representation
Originally, it had only been planned to include a very simple,
hierarchical network topology model. But it was identified
during the design that a node-and-branch topology model
including electrical/thermal characteristics would be crucial
for the necessary powerflow studies, so the design was
extended to incorporate this in a tabular format.

In the data format as exported from DINIS and Strumap
(see B.3.1.1 below, cable sections appear as single entities
between topologically significant points such as distribution
boards/link boxes, tee joints and pot ends. Where premises
(MPANs) are inferred to connect to LV cables, no additional
nodes are inserted at these points, so the link line from the
premise (see B.3.1.3 below) connects directly to a point on
the line representing the LV distribution cable.
Later, when LV powerflow studies were being conducted, it
was found that the ODS topology model needed to be ‘refactored’ to insert tee nodes at these locations, as modelling
software usually requires nodes that it can treat as busbar
points in order to fulfil its functions.

B.2.2 Participant Management System (PMS)
A simple Participant Management System was developed as
a repository for holding trial participant’s details and related
information such as demographic data and survey responses.
PMS was developed using Rapid Application Development
techniques using an appropriate set of development tools.
Its database was only very modestly sized as the trial
participants only numbered a few thousand.
PMS was targeted at managing the specific LCL trials and
would not therefore be an appropriate component for a
future BAU DNO IT architecture.

B.2.3 LCL Learning Lab
ICL created a secure infrastructure within their Learning Lab
to enable LCL data to be locally replicated onto their systems
for analysis. This comprised three main IT components:
 A secure data server, located within their data centre, onto
which ODS data will be copied for analysis;
 A high-performance application server, located in a semisecure IT room adjacent to the learning lab itself, on which
the analytical processing was carried out; and
 Desktop or laptop PCs of college staff participating in
the research, with secure remote access mechanisms
to the servers.
Sensitive data that linked to specific trial participants was only
held on the secure data server. All data to be exported from
there for further analyses was anonymised beforehand by
encrypting or removing data fields such as MPAN numbers
that could enable specific participants to be identified.

B.2.4 Carbon Tools
The Carbon Tools allow CO2 emission rates to be calculated
from the power and energy consumption data collected by
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the ODS. The results are essential for reporting on carbon
reductions achieved during LCL trials, and extrapolating these
to predict the benefits of rolling out successful solutions.

The RTUs are connected via permanent copper wire
connections and can therefore send all updates to the
DMS and main PI historian in real-time.

The Carbon Tools were used to produce the expected
monthly carbon reports and contributions to the deliverable
programme reports.

 UKPN’s Callisto RTUs, which at the time were installed at
roughly 50% of the secondary substations in London.

These may have applications in other parts of the DNOs’
business, and in meeting business carbon footprint reporting
requirements, but are not discussed further here in the
context of engineering decisions.

B.2.5 DPlan
DPlan is a network modelling, planning and visualisation
tool that has been developed by the Instituto de
Optimização Aplicada (IOA – Institute of Applied
Optimisation) in Portugal. It was used for offline modelling
studies within the LCL EIZs by UKPN and ICL.
DPlan is a geographic based integrated analysis and
optimization system for a distribution network, and
can carry out either planning or operational analyses. It
calculates key operational KPIs such as losses, CIs and CMLs
and monetises these based on configurable weighting
parameters. It allows LV network loading and voltage
profiles to be computed bottom-up from consumption
profiles assigned to each premise attached to the LV
network. RTU measurement data from substations can also
be used. DPlan identifies predicted constraint violations and
allowing its users to analyse potential solutions.
It uses state-of-the-art analysis and optimization algorithms
to calculate network loading and other information and
displays the results graphically and as tables. DPlan can create
and play through chronological analyses where loadings
for each 15-minute interval are calculated and displayed in
sequence on the screen, colouring up network components
that are close to or in breach of constraint parameters.
A bottom up model of the network was used on LCL to
evaluate the contribution of EVs to the reinforcement
requirements of the EIZ network in Merton, using data
obtained from monitoring EVs on LCL and smart meter data
for the residential loads.

B.2.6 Additional SCADA and network monitoring
LCL aimed to collect the greatest possible range of
measurement data to support its trials analyses. The
following sources of this data were used:
 UKPN’s T5000 RTUs installed at main substations. These
typically collect VIPQ values from the transformer tails
and current measurements on outgoing 11kV feeders.

 As originally configured, the Callisto RTUs only archived
four series of half-hourly measurements into the main
PI system – red-phase volts, total KVA, overall power
factor and air temperature. The power measurements are
all taken on the LV side at the transformer tails. Shortly
before the commencement of LCL, however, the UKPN’s
DNV project had established an extended configuration
in which a more complete set of half-hourly power
measurements were collected, and was trialling this at a
selection of secondary substations within London. These
included individual voltages and currents for all three
phases plus neutral currents (computed by the RTUs),
overall P and Q values, and voltage THD percentages
for each phase. LCL therefore rolled out this extended
configuration to all of the RTUs at secondary substations
within the EIZs.
 As the Callisto RTUs do not collect measurements for
individual LV feeders, LCL installed 27 EMS sub.net RTUs
at secondary substations within the EIZs. These RTUs
collected ten-minutely measurements from each phase
of each LV feeder including average, maxima and minima
of voltage, current, P, Q, S and power factor. The RTUs
were also able to collect and store individual voltage
harmonic measurements up to the 50th harmonic, though
these values were generally only retrieved from the RTUs
manually when required.
It had originally been hoped that the LCL smart metering
trials would be able to use a meter capable of collecting
voltage and other power quality readings as well as
consumption and export data, and that a significant number
of the smart meter triallists could be concentrated within
the EIZs. After both of these aspirations were found to be
infeasible, a batch of 108 EDMI meters were installed at
specific points within the EIZs to provide measurements
at various locations down the LV feeders. Data from these
was collected by an EDMI head end and then transmitted to
UKPN in files for loading into the ODS.
A number of data quality issues were experienced with
the sub.net data initially collected. For example there was
one LV feeder where the RTU measurements appeared
to be reporting lower power usage than that recorded by
a half-hourly MPAN connected to that feeder, and many
substations were returning negative current and power
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figures. It took some time to troubleshoot this but the
cause was eventually tracked down to incorrect scaling
multipliers having been set up within the RTUs. The lesson
to be learnt from this is that it is important for the initial RTU
commissioning process to use all possible means to verify
that valid and accurate data is being returned.

B.2.7 Historical HV switching states

Figure 8: Circuit Breaker (CB) with built-in
earth switches

Earth
Switch 1

Main CB

Earth
Switch 2

Prior to LCL, no archive of historical HV switch states had
been collected by UKPN. It was determined at an early
stage that the LCL dataset would need to include logs of
where HV switching had been carried out within the EIZs
during the trials. Though LCL had no specific plans to analyse
scenarios that involved abnormal running arrangements, the
switching events were needed to enable the analysis teams
to identify and therefore avoid analysing data incorrectly
during these circumstances.
A method was therefore developed by LCL to enable
the master switching states maintained by the PowerOn
Fusion DMS to be archived to the main PI historian,
from where they were then replicated into the ODS.
The method used can be applied to all switchgear,
irrespective of whether a SCADA indication is provided,
and has the further advantage, as when compared to
using raw SCADA data, that it always collects the actual
operational states used in the DMS including corrections
where erroneous SCADA values have been manually
overridden by the control engineers.
The method is very general in its application and solely
involves additional configuration within the PowerOn Fusion
DMS. As most other UK DNOs also use PowerOn Fusion, this
therefore has the potential for wider use across the industry.
The PowerOn Fusion configuration changes involved:
 Creating an additional real-time component attribute
on each switchgear item with a calculation definition
that obtains the correct component state and is updated
automatically whenever the latter changes; and
 Configuring this new attribute to have its historical values
archived to UKPN PI system.
Some careful treatment is required in configuring the
calculation definitions for switchgear types that have
separate built-in isolation and/or earth switches that are
modelled as separate sub-components in PowerOn. For
these types, the individual state of the ‘main’ component
does not reflect the overall state of the component as a
whole. The following diagram shows a possible example:

Normally, the two earth switches are left closed to the
busbar and feeder circuit (left to right), with the CB opened
or closed as required. But if, for example, the feeder needs
to be isolated and earthed, then
1. The CB must first be opened to break the load to the circuit;
2. Earth Switch 1 must then be moved to the Isolated
position; and
3. After all the other required points of isolation for the
circuit have been established, Earth Switch 1 must then
be moved to the Earth position and the CB closed to
propagate the earth connection down the feeder.
In this final state, the component state of the main CB will
simply be closed, while Earth Switch 1 will be tagged as
Opened and Earthed. The overall state of the component,
however, is opened and earthed. The appropriate overall state
for the CB if therefore calculated by appropriately combining
the component states of the three individual components
according to the topology of the switchgear type.

B.2.8 Active Network Management
Five ANM controllers were deployed by LCL. Each can
connect to up to ten LCTs – classically, embedded generation
– and send dispatch instructions to control their outputs
in accordance with the changing state of the network.
Each scheme is linked to the RTU at the relevant primary
substation, enabling the ANM controller to monitor the
power flows and other state information. This link to the
primary RTU also allows relevant indications to be returned
to the DMS and displayed on the control diagram, and an
on/off control to be provided to the control engineers so
they can disable the ANM controller when required, e.g.
during planned network jobs.
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The first three ANM deliveries utilised Allen Bradley PLCs as their platforms. The fourth and fifth schemes, however, were
based on a “software version” using a real time operating system on a server platform, giving the advantage of allowing
several schemes to share a single hardware and software platform. This server architecture is now the standard platform
offered by Smarter Grid Solutions for all future ANM implementations.
The following diagram shows the architecture of the ANM components for the first three schemes including their linkage to
the DMS and ODS:

Figure 9: ANM architecture
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LCL did not succeed in signing up sufficient trial DG sites to fully utilise the five implementations, so some ANM controllers
were instead used to dispatch DSR requests via the aggregators and to trial DSR at EV charging posts.
When interfacing the ANM controllers to the T5500 RTUs deployed by UKPN at primary substations, the standard DNP3.0 SCADA
protocol was the obvious solution but the question arose of which device should be the master and which the slave. From the
point of view of the data to be communicated, it seemed natural to make the ANM controller the master, as it basically needed
to be able to read the RTU’s switchgear states and measurement analogues just as a normal SCADA master system would.
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But this approach would, in principle, have also enabled
the ANM controller to send control commands to the RTU,
which was clearly not acceptable. It was not possible, in
this case, to configure the RTU to act as a slave but only
accept polls for reading data. In the end, therefore, the ANM
controller was made the slave and the RTU firmware had
to be modified to send the data values required by sending
control and setpoint commands to the ANM controller,
which was clearly less than ideal. No further investigation
has been carried out to identify whether issues of this
nature can be avoidable by means of using other standard
protocols such as IEC 61850.
B.2.8.1 Using ANM to dispatch DSR
One ANM controller was used to monitor the network
impact of a group of Pod Point EV CPs against a thermal
constraint at a main substation. A connected ANM Local
Interface Controller (LIC) was interfaced to a Pod Point
Carbon-Sync (CS) control system using Modbus running over
IP via a Virtual Private Network (VPN) link. The CS reported
the current demand and the amount of DR available to the
ANM system, and the latter sent back a setpoint defining
the amount of DR (if any) requested from the CP group.
B.2.8.2 Using ANM to control EV charging
The final ANM controller was interfaced to Flextricity’s
Demand Response Control Centre (DRCC) in a similar manner
to that adopted for manual dispatching of DSR.

B.2.9 Smart Metering
LCL fitted several thousand smart meters in the premises
of trial participants and conducted a dynamic time of use
(dToU) trial involving some of these participants with others
retained as a control group.
CGI’s Instant Energy service was used by EDF Energy and
UKPN to collect readings from the trial smart meters and
transmit control instructions to them.
B.2.9.1 Instant Energy
Instant Energy (I.E.) is an Advanced Metering Infrastructure
(AMI) solution which pre-dates the UK national smart metering
architecture and originally came into being as a pre-payment
metering service for the UK energy supply businesses. Smart
meters were installed at the relevant consumers’ premises,
and interfaces developed to their suppliers’ billing and credit
management systems. I.E. has since grown into a generic
smart metering head end and is currently used by the majority
of the major UK energy suppliers.
The head end communicates with smart meters over
the wide-area network (WAN). Based on commands
and configuration settings provided by their suppliers, it

downloads the necessary configuration and tariff settings
to the meters. Then, it periodically collects readings data
from the meters, and sends control commands when
requested, either by the supplier or, for meters configured
into prepayment mode, when additional credit is purchased
by the consumer.
The implementation of Instant Energy on LCL differed from
the forthcoming national smart metering architecture in
several key respects:
 Additional interfaces were implemented by CGI to enable
data from the meters enrolled on the LCL trials to be sent
to UKPN, and to enable EDF Energy to grant or revoke
permission to send data to UKPN from specific customers’
meters. The latter was required because, for LCL, specific
permission had to be obtained, when signing up trial
participants, to permit UKPN and the other LCL partners to
use their data. Meter readings taken more frequently than
monthly are regarded as personal data under the Data
Protection Acts;
 The data available from the meters was limited by the
available meter functionality – see B.2.9.2 below; and
 No direct setting of meter configuration parameters by
UKPN was allowed.
B.2.9.2 Available Smart Meter functionality
LCL had originally hoped to utilise smart meters capable
of collecting voltage and other power quality information
as well as consumption and export readings. At the time,
however, the UK SMETS2 meter specification was still
under development so manufacturers were not prepared
to commit to production runs of meters whose lifetimes
might have been impacted by subsequently being unable
to comply with SMETS2. In the end, LCL had to utilise the
L&G 5236 meters which did not report any of this additional
information and had no facility for transmitting any realtime alerts that would be of interest to a DNO.
The specifications for the national smart meter rollout,
including SMETS2, are now more mature, and smart
metering recommendations within this report are therefore
based on those. The principal differences between the
facilities that will be available in the national smart metering
architecture and those we were able to trial on LCL are that:
 No last-gasp or first-breath alerts were available to LCL
(though it was not the Programme’s plan to trial outage
management processes anyway);
 The L&G 5236 meters do not collect any voltage
information or generate voltage threshold alerts; and
 The meters do not record maximum demand data.
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Smart Meters do also calculate the cost of energy used by
the consumer in near-real-time and can display this and
other information on an IHD. Good use was made of the
IHDs during the LCL dToU trial.

B.2.10 DSR aggregation
A number of DR aggregators were contracted to provide DSR
portfolios for the LCL trials.
As the DSR use was only for trials, calling off DSR requests
was mainly done manually. In one instance, however, an
ANM controller was used to automatically call on the DSR –
see B.2.8.1 above.
DSR event logs and actual curtailment measurements
were transmitted by the aggregators via Secure FTP (SFTP)
interfaces and then loaded into the ODS.

B.2.11 EV Charging Post monitoring and control
The EV trials were conducted in conjunction with Source
London and various public CNOs.
Master data relating to EVs and their drivers, and public CPs,
was obtained from Source London, the CNOs and via survey
questionnaires.
The CNOs also provided power monitoring and charging
session data from their CPs. The latter included references to
the EVs which had been charged so this data could be crossreferenced to the master data.
The monitoring and charging session data was submitted
via SFTP interfaces and loaded into the ODS. The master
data was held and managed in PMS.
A trial involving controlling one CNO’s CPs via an ANM
implementation was also conducted as described in
B.2.8.2 above.

B.3 Core data provision and quality issues
identified
In addition to the data pertaining to the individual LCTs used
in the trials, LCL needed a core dataset comprising
 The (HV and LV) network topology of the trial zones;
 Electrical and thermal characteristics data for the network
assets used in these zones;
 Locations of customer premises within the zones, with
connectivity from where they are fed by the distribution
network; and
 Sufficient data regarding each customer premise to allow
at least rough consumption estimates to be determined.

The following subsections describe how this data was
provided to the LCL systems and the issues encountered and
learning gained from doing so.

B.3.1 Network topology/Asset characteristics/
Premise connectivity
A reasonably detailed network topology model for the trial
zones was needed to support the trials and subsequent
data analysis. This needed to cover the network all the
way down from the main substation transformers to the
individual customer premises connected to the network.
B.3.1.1 Availability of source data
UKPN do not yet have fully digitised models of the London
network topology model available in their main NetMap
GIS. A high-quality topology model, and schematic diagram,
of the HV network is available in the PowerOn Fusion DMS,
but this system did not contain either an LV network model
or a complete set of electrical and thermal characteristics for
the asset types used on the network.
UKPN also have complete London network topology models,
with geo-schematic diagrams, at both HV and LV, of slightly
lesser detail but including the crucial electrical and thermal
characteristics (“physics”) data, available in their DINIS
planning system. These models are maintained separately
from PowerOn Fusion so unfortunately require duplicated
data entry. The limitations of the DINIS model are discussed
in B.3.1.3 below.
A further Strumap system maintains the network-premise
connectivity. This is provided with a copy of the DINIS topology
and diagrams, and records for every premise fed from the
distribution network. The latter are mastered in a further
system called Panther, and fed through a further Address Data
Quality Management (ADQM) system which matches them
to the Postal Address File (PAF) reference dataset, from which
their geographical coordinates are obtained.
Strumap then associates each premise to the nearest
LV cable from the DINIS diagram. It then traces up this
cable to the secondary transformer from which it is fed,
and copies a few key data fields from this transformer,
and the LV way number, into corresponding fields on the
premise record. The principal use of this data is to populate
PowerOn Fusion’s OMS module with the linkage needed to
its HV topology model to enable the OMS to perform fault
reporting and inferencing and CI/CML calculations.
It was therefore decided to use DINIS and Strumap as the
primary source systems for the LCL topology data, though the
HV network models were subsequently validated against the
higher quality PowerOn Fusion model by manual inspections.
ODS also needed a small range of asset characteristic data,
mainly manufacturer and model information, from UKPN’s
main Ellipse asset management system.
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The following diagram shows a schematic representation of a typical portion of the network topology, indicating where the
data to populate ODS was obtained:

Figure 10: Typical HV and LV network topology
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B.3.1.2 LCL data volumetrics
The following table gives a few key volumetrics for the three LCL EIZs:

Table 13: Key EIZ volumetrics
EIZ

Topology nodes

Cables

Secondary
substations

Link boxes

Exit Points

HV

LV

HV

LV

Brixton

123

1955

124

2368

78

383

19275

Merton

52

899

55

992

32

114

6418

Queens Park

44

508

49

621

24

120

5661

Totals

219

3362

228

3981

134

617

31354
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B.3.1.3 DINIS data limitations
The DINIS geoschematic diagrams mostly reflect the actual cable routes except in the vicinity of substations, where some
internals topology is drawn as if laid out across a small area of surrounding land, and where cables run close together such
as at street corners, where their separation is sometimes deliberately exaggerated to make it easier for users to distinguish
nearby cables from one another.
The following diagram shows and example of some network topology and premise linkage data from one of the EIZs:

Figure 11: Network topology and premise connectivity example

Red cables are HV, and green ones LV. The cyan-coloured lines show the inferred connections Strumap has made between the
premises (exit points) and the LV distribution cables. A secondary substation and the geo-schematic representation of its layout
can be seen in the very centre.
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For the HV network, the DINIS topology model contains
fewer components than the PowerOn model. Many
switchgear components are represented only as (normally)
open/closed flags associated with the connections made by
each end of a cable, which is then modelled as connecting
to the next component beyond the switch. Secondary
substation Ring Main Units or their switches do not appear
at all – the incoming cables are modelled as connecting
directly to the Transformers. No ‘minor’ switching devices,
such as isolation and earth switches, are included in DINIS.
Selectors at double-busbar main substations which allow
incoming/outgoing circuits to be switched between busbars
are not represented in DINIS, with only the normal-state
connectivity being shown.
The DINIS model also has load point symbols placed down
where individual premises with more than 200A peak loads
are present on the network.
B.3.1.4 Network topology data and trial zone extents
LCL had originally planned to use a set of Low Carbon Zones
defined by the GLA as its main trial zones.
It was readily identified from early extracts of the topology
data for these zones, however, that these zones contained
few entire LV circuits and typically included premises fed
from portions of two or more HV circuits. This was not
unexpected, as the Low Carbon Zones had been defined
purely in terms of geographical areas drawn around
appropriate sets of streets and premises on the map, with
no reason to take any account of the cable routes and
substations used to provide these areas with electricity.
It was clear that coherent power flow analyses needed
to be carried out using entire LV or HV circuits. After some
consideration, therefore, it was decided to concentrate the
LCL engineering trials into three zones with extents defined
by starting from three of the Low Carbon Zones – Merton
Wandle Valley, Brixton and Queens Park – and extending the
boundaries to include all the premises fed from every LV
feeder attached to every substation on each HV feeders that
supplied one or more premises within the original zones.
These three expanded zones then became the LCL EIZs.
B.3.1.5 Extracting and converting the data
Ideally the required network topology and premise
connectivity data would have been made available from the
master systems in a standard Common Information Model
(CIM) format as defined by the IEC 61970 and 61968 groups
of standards. But this is a costly approach to implement and
could not be justified at in London where DINIS and Strumap
are legacy systems which in due course will be replaced
by fully digitised and geographically accurate datasets
in UKPN’s primary NetMap GIS, appropriately integrated

with PowerOn Fusion where the high-quality EHV and HV
topology models are mastered.
It was found that the easiest way to obtain the data
required for LCL was to develop a facility to extract it
from Strumap after allowing the network topology for the
required zones to be fed in and the corresponding network
to premise linkages to be attached to thus by Strumap.
Apart from the catalogue of conductor types, which could
easily be exported from DINIS, this method allowed all of
the required data to be extracted into a single set of files.
This facility exported the topology for each zone as a pair of
extensible markup language (XML) files, one containing the
HV network and the other the LV. For each zone, a boundary
polygon had to be drawn in DINIS and a list of the relevant
secondary substations provided to Strumap. An ODS interface
was then developed to load the resulting XML files.
B.3.1.6 Data Quality and Cleansing
No DNO in the industry has perfect network topology
and premise connectivity data. It is widely recognised in
(physical) asset management industries that the cost of
maintaining perfect quality data is unaffordable and the
law of diminishing returns applies. Each organisation must
therefore manage its data to ensure the level of quality is fit
for the purpose of managing and operating its assets.
The majority of UK electricity distribution network assets
were installed at a time when records could only be
maintained on paper, and some items of information were
not needed for day-to-day operations. This is particularly
true of the LV networks where legacy operational policy
was to ‘fit and forget’. For example individual customer
premises were largely connected at random across any
of the three phases of the LV distribution cables, with the
phase to which each was connected not identified and
recorded at the time of connection.
The requirements for varying levels of details in the network
topology models and diagrams, GIS, asset management
systems and network planning/modelling tools has led to
disparate sets of network asset data being held across these
systems. Typically, only a few key data items, such as site
and circuit identifiers, are consistently maintained in common
between them.
One of the most challenging datasets to maintain accurately
is the network-premise connectivity (grid supply point to
customer premise electrical connectivity). The combination
of lack of detail in the records made at the time of
connection and the sheer number of connected premises
has prevented DNOs establishing a cost-effective way of
maintaining this data to high levels of accuracy. These
difficulties are recognised by OFGEM.
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B.3.1.6.1 Quality of London data
Our overall findings were that
 The quality of the DINIS data is generally good, given
that DINIS is a planning system whose version of the
HV network topology is maintained separately from the
high-quality dataset maintained in PowerOn Fusion. The
frequency of actual topology errors found was around
the 1% level. Some of the data issues most important to
LCL, e.g. where the fields in question are used by the ODS
topology builder for populating its PI AF node hierarchy,
are actually less important for power system modelling
purposes so have not been maintained to quite the same
level of quality of the other data, and higher numbers of
error instances were found in these values; and
 As expected, the Strumap network-premise association
data is the least accurate component of the LCL master
data. When this data is viewed geospatially, however,
the associations for the majority of suburban domestic
premises look likely to be reliable.
Our key recommendations are that:
 Future network modelling datasets will need to include
major switching components in addition to the basic
busbar/branch topology model. The locations of these
components, and sufficient attribution to identify which
ones are telemetered/telecontrolled, are essential for
network reliability analyses and CI/CML forecasting;
 The lack of phase knowledge for network-premise
connections will present issues for the effective use
of smart meter data. Without knowing the phases of
every premise it will not be possible to manage voltage
recording/alerting optimally, nor to understand the level
of load flow imbalance on individual LV feeders on which
no monitoring is fitted at the secondary substation;
 Premises of PCs 0 and 5-8 represent low-hanging
fruit in terms of network-premise linkage data quality
improvements – see B.3.1.6.3 below; and
 DNOs that use geo-schematic representations of
substation internals should ensure that their systems
cannot erroneously infer connections between premises
and internal substation connections.
B.3.1.6.2 LCL experience
Early attempts to load topology data into ODS test instances
and DPlan identified a number of suspected data quality
issues, including
 A small number of unconnected network sections in the
DINIS model;

 A number of HV open point locations did not appear
to match the locations of these in the PowerOn Fusion
topology model; and
 A number of DINIS node types whose meanings were not
originally understood.
Some detailed data analysis work was therefore conducted
to establish the actual statuses of these issues and identify
appropriate solutions. The relevant UKPN data stewards and
BAU data administrators, such as the Drawing and Records
Offices, were consulted at appropriate times to gain a
better understanding of the underlying causes and available
remedial methods for some issues. In parallel with this,
information was obtained from the relevant UKPN IT experts
to enable the flows and behaviours of relevant interfaces
between IT systems to be better understood.
As this work proceeded, and the format and semantics of
the data became better understood by the team members
involved, a number of further data issues were identified
and addressed. These included:
 28 cases of missing LV distribution board fuses were found
in DINIS. The drawing office can only populate these
when the correct fuse rating is known;
 A few components were found to be missing from main
substations when compared with PowerOn Fusion;
 One secondary substation was found with topology
inconsistent between DINIS and PowerOn Fusion;
 A small number of LV feeders were missing at
secondary substations;
 28 duplicated MPAN numbers were found in the
Strumap data; and
 A number of LV feeders had DINIS load points placed on
them but no associated customer premises in Strumap.
An example of this, which leads to a key learning point, is
discussed in the following subsection.
Some issues were found to have resulted from system
limitations in the way they process the data.
Opportunity was also taken to use the knowledge and tools
developed in this process (see the following subsection) to
manage a number of other, complementary ad-hoc data
extracts required from other UKPN systems, and provide
various ad-hoc datasets to other team member when
required for trials support or communications purposes.
A key learning point from our experience in this area was
that the ODS implementation design had been scheduled
and allowed to run too far ahead of programme-level LCL
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design work. One result of this was that only very minimal data discovery work had been carried out by the time the ODS
design specifications needed to be approved. This resulted in
 Less reliable data attribution being used by ODS to determine the substations feeding each consumer premise, when a higher
quality version of the same information was actually available elsewhere in the same source datasets; and
 A need to submit and fund several subsequent change requests in order to achieve a workable solution.
This lesson has now been learnt within UKPN, with a much more realistic schedule having consequently been adopted for the
FUN-LV Low Carbon Network Fund Tier 2 project.
B.3.1.6.3 Incorrect premise connectivity examples

Example 1: Impact of incorrect premise geocoding
The following aerial view shows an example of network-premise association issues found in the Merton Wandle Valley EIZ. This
was a good example of where we were able to identify issues by cross-checking between datasets.

Figure 12: Example of connected premise discrepancies
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Four I&C premises on the north-eastern side of the tramway can be clearly identified in this view. There are four exit points
in the data, but they all have the same Ordnance Survey coordinates (about two-thirds of the way to the top and to the right)
so have all been associated to an LV cable fed from one substation. Meanwhile, there are two other substations visible on
here (upper left and lower right) and two blue stars which represent DINIS load points can be seen. By examining SCADA data
available from RTUs at two of the substations, and comparing other records, it was possible to correct two of the premise
associations manually.
It is likely that the geographical coordinates of the premises were allocated at a time when the exact layout of the estate was
not known so the address points had just been placed at a single, arbitrary location within the land parcel.
Two of the premises here have half-hourly MPANs and all of them are likely to represent significant network loads. Getting the
associations correct for this type of I&C premise is therefore important to allow accurate LV power flow studies to be carried out.
The following table shows a breakdown of the connected premises in the three EIZs by the PCs of the corresponding MPANs:

Table 14: EIZ premise breakdown by Profile Class
PC

Description

Brixton

Merton

Queens Park

0

Half-Hourly Metered

49

12

5

1

Domestic Unrestricted

15826

5278

4206

2

Domestic Economy 7

841

548

873

3

Non-domestic Unrestricted

2295

432

487

4

Non-domestic Economy 7

131

74

72

5

Non-domestic, MD, load factor 0-20%

10

6

1

6

Non-domestic, MD, load factor 20-30%

8

3

6

7

Non-domestic, MD, load factor 30-40%

5

3

1

8

Non-domestic, MD, load factor 40%+

15

3

4

Total PCs 0 and 5-8

87

27

17

Total

19180

6359

5655

It can be seen that MPANs with PCs 0 and 5-8 only comprise 0.4% of the total, but these I&C premises make up a significant
proportion of load. They should therefore be regarded as low-hanging fruit when prioritising improvements to network-premise
connectivity data quality.
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Example 2: impact of geoschematic LV representation
A disadvantage of using geoschematic LV diagrams for network-premise connectivity inferencing is that the system may not be able
to differentiate between internal and external LV cables, so may sometimes wrongly associates a premise to an internal cable:

Figure 13: Premise mis-associated to internal substation cable

Here the large building at the bottom has been mis-associate to a line that actually represents the internal cable between
the LV Tx tails and the LV distribution board, entirely within the substation. The green spark symbols represent the distribution
board fuses. Clearly no customer supplies would be connected upstream of these.
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B.3.1.6.4 Data Quality Management database
To facilitate the data validation and cleansing work, a
Microsoft Access database with simple VBA routines to
load the XML files into database tables was established.
This enabled automatic validation checks to be carried out
against the data and led to a number of further issues being
identified.
Over time this database grew into a broader set of master
data manipulation tools, now known as the Data Quality
Management (DQM) database, and was also used for
providing ad-hoc data extracts for various purposes, for
example:
 Various ad-hoc data extracts from other UKPN systems
such as PowerOn Fusion and PI, with the former then
used for additional validation of the HV topology data;
 The secondary substation lists used to drive the Strumap
extract process were loaded and validated against the
PowerOn Fusion topology, and the master copies of these
from then on maintained within the DQM database;
 A further set of Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) routines
was developed to trace the network connections from the
substations within the EIZs to the normally open points at
the far end of the cables, thus clearly identifying the exact
components that are on each trial zone circuit;
 It was used to generate the lists of MPANs within the trial
zones for which MPAN characteristics data was needed; and
 It was also loaded with lists of tags from the main PI
system and used to help prepare data such as this for
loading into several standing data tables within the ODS.

B.3.2 Other customer metering data
B.3.2.1 MPAN characteristics data
Whilst the Strumap data provided the list of premises, and
hence MPANs, connected to the distribution network in the
trial zones, it did not provide any of the details associated
with these MPANs, such as PCs and Energisation Statuses. A
separate extract of this information was therefore obtained
from a UKPN data steward for the MPANs in the EIZs.
B.3.2.2 EACs for NHH MPANs
To provide premise-level consumption data for EIZ LV power
flow modelling, LCL obtained EACs for all the non-halfhourly MPANs in the EIZs. DNOs receive quarterly batch
files of EACs in P0222 data flows from Non-Half-Hourly Data
Aggregators (NHHDAs). A further Access utility was used to
load the data from these files. It was then combined with

the MPAN characteristics data in the main DQM database
and used to populate ODS.
For DPlan, half-hourly consumption estimates were
generated by profiling this data using a set of generic profile
curves for each Profile Class.
B.3.2.3 HH meter advances
UKPN receives daily batches of meter advances from halfhourly metered MPANs via the industry standard D0036
dataflow. These dataflows were additionally replicated to
the ODS, where the latter loaded the values for MPANs that
were present in its topology dataset into its PI datastore.

Appendix C – Ancillary Load Control Switches
Smart meters are being designed to support Ancillary Load
Control Switches (ALCSs), by which specific consumer loads
such as EV CPs could be controlled remotely, subject to
the customer’s agreement. Under the currently proposed
arrangements, however, only the suppliers will be allowed
to operate these.
The tools and systems recommended in this do not therefore
include any facilities for switching ancillary loads should this
facility be made available to DNOs in the longer term. Were
that to happen, it is likely that DNOs would require:
 A system to collect and store details of the ALCSs that
can be operated, including the premises at which they
are located, the natures of the connected loads and the
agreed constraints around their operation;
 A new DMS component to operate the switches based on
the prevailing network conditions; and
 A system for managing any payments due in this respect
to the end customers and/or their suppliers..
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Term

Definition

ICL

Imperial College London

ADQM

Address Data Quality Management

IE

Instant Energy

AF

(PI) Asset Framework module

IEC

International Electrotechnical Commission

ALCS

Ancillary Load Control Switch

IET

Institution of Engineering and Technology

AMI

Advanced Metering Infrastructure

IHD

In-Home Display

ANM

Active Network Management

IOA

Institute of Applied Optimisation

BAU

Business As Usual

IPSA

A proprietary network planning tool

CB

Circuit Breaker

IT

Information Technology

CBA

Cost Benefit Analysis

IVR

Interactive Voice Response

CEP

Complex Event Processing

LCL

Low Carbon London

CHP

Combined Heat and Power

LCNF

Low Carbon Network Fund

CIM

(IEC 61970/61968/62325) Common
Information Model

LCT

Low-Carbon Technology

CLI

Caller Line Identification

LFMM

Load Forecast Macro Model

CI

Customer Interruptions

LIC

(ANM) Local Interface Controller

CML

Customer Minutes Lost

LV

Low Voltage – any voltage below 1kV

CNO

(Electric Vehicle) Charging Network Operator

MD

Maximum Demand (register on a meter)

CO2

Carbon Dioxide

MDI

Maximum Demand Indicator

CP

Charging Post

MDM

Meter Data Management
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CRM

Customer Relationship Management

MPAN

Meter Point Administration Number

CS

Carbon Sync (Pod Point charging post
controller)

MPRS

Meter Point Registration System

CSP

Communication Service Provider

MW

MegaWatts – units of a million Watts

CSV

Comma-Separated Value (file format)

NDAG

Network DCC Access Gateway

CT

Current Transformer

NHH

Non-Half-Hourly (consumption settlement
method)

DCC

The national Data Collection Company for
smart meter data

NHHDA

Non-Half-Hourly Data Aggregator

DG

Distributed Generation

NOP

Normally Open Point

DMS

Distribution Management System

OFGEM

The Office of Gas and Electricity Markets

DNO

Distribution Network Operator

ODS

Operational Data Store

DNP3.0

Distributed Network Protocol v3.0 – a
standard SCADA communications protocol

OMS

Outage Management System

DNV

Distribution Network Visibility

OT

Operational Technology, eg real-time
systems, RTUs, SCADA equipment etc

DPlan

A proprietary network planning tool

P

Active Power

DQM

Data Quality Management

PAF

Postal Address File

DRCC

Demand Response Control Centre

PC

(a) Personal Computer
(b) Profile Class

DSL

Digital Subscriber Line (Internet carrier
protocol)

PI

Proprietary OSISoft SCADA historian

DSR

Demand-Side Response

PMS

Participant Management System

DTM

Data Transfer Network

PV

Photo-Voltaic (embedded generation)

dToU

Dynamic Time-of-Use (tariff)

Q

Reactive Power

DUoS

Distribution Use of System – the basis on
which DNOs charge for the use of their
networks

RIIO

Revenue = Incentives + Innovation + Outputs
– a new performance-based model for
setting energy network companies’ price
controls

EAC

Estimated Annual Consumption

RIIO-ED1

The regulatory DNO price control period from
1/4/2015 to 31/3/2023

EAM

Enterprise Asset Management (system)

RMS

Root Mean Square

EIZ

(LCL) Engineering Instrumentation Zone

RTU

Remote Terminal Unit

ENA

Energy Networks Association

S

Apparent Power

ESB

Enterprise Service Bus

SCADA

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

ETL

Extract/Transform/Load (application
interfacing pattern)

SFTP

Secure FTP

ETR

Engineering Technical Recommendation

SM

Smart Meter

EV

Electric Vehicle

SME

Small-and Medium-size Enterprise

EHV

Extra High Voltage – 22kV or above

SMETS2

The national Smart Metering Equipment
Technical Specification
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FALCON

Flexible Approaches to Low Carbon
Optimised Networks (LCNF project)

SMIP

The national Smart Meter Implementation
Programme

FTP

File Transfer Protocol

SMTP

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol

FUN-LV

Flexible Urban Networks – Low Voltage
(LCNF Tier 2 project)

SSC

Standard Settlement Configuration

G59

Larger embedded generation facilities,
capable of delivering more than 16A per
phase at LV

SULVN

Smart Urban Low Voltage Networks

G83

Small-scale embedded generation, below
16A per phase at LV

TC57

(IEC) Technical Committee 57

GIS

Geographical Information System

THD

Total Harmonic Distortion

GLA

Greater London Authority

ToU

Time-of-Use (tariff)

GPRS

General Packet Radio Service

TSO

Transmission System Operator

GROND

A proprietary network planning tool

UKPN

United Kingdom Power Networks

HA

Harmonic Analysis

VBA

Visual Basic for Applications

HH

Half-Hourly (readings/measurements or
consumption settlement method)

VIPQ

Voltage, current, active and reactive power
(measurements)

HMI

Human-Machine Interface

VPN

Virtual Private Network

HP

Heat Pump

WAN

Wide-Area Network

HV

High Voltage –1kV or above but below 22kV

XML

Extensible Markup Language

I

Current

I&C

Industrial and Commercial

ICCP

Inter Control Centre Protocol – IEC 60870-6/
TASE.2
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Instrumenting
a Smart Grid

Electrification of heat

ANM/network operation

Electrification
of transport

Dynamic Time
of Use tariff

Energy efficiency

Demand Side
Response – demand

Demand Side
Response – generation

Smart meter

Network planning

Distributed Generation

Project Overview
Low Carbon London, UK Power Networks’ pioneering learning programme funded by Ofgem’s Low Carbon Networks Fund, has
used London as a test bed to develop a smarter electricity network that can manage the demands of a low carbon economy
and deliver reliable, sustainable electricity to businesses, residents and communities.
The trials undertaken as part of LCL comprise a set of separate but inter-related activities, approaches and experiments. They
have explored how best to deliver and manage a sustainable, cost-effective electricity network as we move towards a low
carbon future. The project established a learning laboratory, based at Imperial College London, to analyse the data from the
trials which has informed a comprehensive portfolio of learning reports that integrate LCL’s findings.
The structure of these learning reports is shown below:

Summary

SR

DNO Guide to Future Smart Management of Distribution Networks

A1

A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10

Residential Demand Side Response for outage management and as an alternative
to network reinforcement
Residential consumer attitudes to time varying pricing
Residential consumer responsiveness to time varying pricing
Industrial and Commercial Demand Side Response for outage management
and as an alternative to network reinforcement
Conflicts and synergies of Demand Side Response
Network impacts of supply-following Demand Side Response report
Distributed Generation and Demand Side Response services for smart Distribution Networks
Distributed Generation addressing security of supply and network reinforcement requirements
Facilitating Distributed Generation connections
Smart appliances for residential demand response

Electrification of
Heat and Transport

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5

Impact and opportunities for wide-scale Electric Vehicle deployment
Impact of Electric Vehicles and Heat Pump loads on network demand profiles
Impact of Low Voltage – connected low carbon technologies on Power Quality
Impact of Low Voltage – connected low carbon technologies on network utilisation
Opportunities for smart optimisation of new heat and transport loads

Network Planning
and Operation

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Use of smart meter information for network planning and operation
Impact of energy efficient appliances on network utilisation
Network impacts of energy efficiency at scale
Network state estimation and optimal sensor placement
Accessibility and validity of smart meter data

Future Distribution
System Operator

D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6

Development of new network design and operation practices
DNO Tools and Systems Learning
Design and real-time control of smart distribution networks
Resilience performance of smart distribution networks
Novel commercial arrangements for smart distribution networks
Carbon impact of smart distribution networks

Distributed
Generation and
Demand Side
Response

A2
A3
A4

Low Carbon London Project Partners
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